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********************************************************************************* 

 

      What is the purpose of my Life? 

One question I've been wondering... 

How can my life have the most positive impact on the planet 

and its inhabitants? 

 
How can you save millions of lives without being a 

doctor or an aid worker? 

How to save the planet, its animals, oceans, glaciers, forests 

and atmosphere. 

without being a biologist, physicist, head of state or billionaire... 

 
Well, strange as it may seem, 

...just stop eating animals. 
 

I wish you to make the best choices in your lives for yourself and 

for others. 

 

Happy reading. 

https://mystic-and-autistic.com/400-reasons-to-be-vegetarian-vegan-to-save-lives-and-the-planet/
https://mystic-and-autistic.com/


Overview 

Here are 5 pages that will give you a brief overview of the contents of this memo. 

 

CLIMATE WARMING 
 

The primary cause of global warming is meat consumption. 

According to the United Nations Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change, the meat industry is 

responsible for 18 per cent of greenhouse gases, more than all land, air and sea transport combined. 
 

Methane is responsible for half of global warming due to human activity. The main emitter of 

methane is agriculture. 85% of the methane emitted by agriculture comes from the digestion of 

livestock. And the other 15% comes from the fumes from the waste (excrement) of these same 

animals. [Methane is 72 times more potent than CO2 in terms of greenhouse effects over a 20-year 

period] 

Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations (FAO) 

http://rainforestweb.org/Rainforest_Information/Species_Extinction/?state=more 
 

"If no action is taken before 2012, it will be too late. What we do in the next 2 or 3 years will determine 

our future. This is the decisive moment." 

Dr Rajendra Pachauri, Chairman of the UN IPCC (Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change). 
 

If you stop eating meat for 1 day, that's the equivalent of taking 5 million vehicles off the 

road. http://www.meatthetruth.nl/download/20080517_Carbon_Savings_UK.pdf 
 

The annual greenhouse gas emissions of a meat-eater are equivalent to driving an average 

sized car for 4758 km. 

The annual greenhouse gas emissions of an organic vegan are equivalent to driving an average 

sized car for 281 km (94% less emissions). 

Foodwatch for the Institute for Ecological and Economic Research in Germany 
 

The CO2 emitted to produce 1 KG of beef is equivalent to the CO2 emitted by a 100 W light 

bulb lit for 20 days. 

 

FORESTS 
 

70% of the destruction of the Amazon rainforest is caused by the meat industry, which 

needs grazing land for cattle and soybean fields to feed the cattle. (100 animal species disappear 

from the planet every day as a result of the disappearance of forests) 

UN report "Livestock long shadow 
 

24 hours of deforestation releases as much CO2 into the atmosphere as 8 million people flying 

from London to New York. 
 

Coral is the first link in the underwater food chain. It supports millions of species. These are 

real underwater rainforests. 

Ocean acidification due to the increase of greenhouse gases in the atmosphere is the main cause of coral 

death. 

Commonwealth Industrial and Scientific Research Organisation (CSIRO) 
 

 

 

http://rainforestweb.org/Rainforest_Information/Species_Extinction/?state=more
http://www.meatthetruth.nl/download/20080517_Carbon_Savings_UK.pdf


ENERGY 
 

Livestock production in the states of Oregon, California and Washington consumes 17 billion 

kilowatt hours. With this energy, every household in America could leave their lights on for a 

month and a half. http://www.commondreams.org/views01/0629-06.htm 
 

If humans switched from a meat diet to a vegetarian diet, the world's oil reserves would last 

260 years instead of the 13 years currently forecast. 

John Robbins "Diet for a new america." 

 

POLLUTION 
 

More than 50% of pigs and about 75% of poultry are produced on factory farms. 

FAO, 2006, Compassion in World Farming, 2008 
 

An industrial livestock farm produces 1.6 million tons of manure per year which is more 

pollution than the city of Houston in TEXAS which is the 4th largest city in the United States. 

US Government Accountability Report 
 

Giant factory farms that can accommodate hundreds of thousands of chickens, pigs, and cows 

produce huge amounts of waste (40 tons of excrement per second!!). In the United States, these 

factory farms produce 130 times more waste than humans. 

Natural Resources Defense Council 
 

About 50% of water pollution in Europe is due to intensive animal husbandry. 
 

The world's poultry farming and industry continuously produces billions of tonnes of manure, 

which has long posed problems of storage, treatment and pollution. Common animal waste treatment 

practices are often inadequate to protect our drinking water and our environment. Droppings holding 

tanks often break, leak or overflow, allowing dangerous elements to leak into water supplies. 

http://www.nrdc.org/water/pollution/nspills.asp 

 

WATER 
 

By 2025, it is estimated that 2/3 of the world's population will live in areas where water will 

be a moderate or severe problem. 

United Nations 
 

A more recent report published by the University of California at Davis reveals that: 

- 370 litres of water are needed to produce a complete vegan meal. 

- 1250 litres of water are needed to produce a chicken dish. 

- 4552 litres of water are needed to produce a beef dish. 
 

70% of the world's liquid drinking water is used by the agricultural sector and most of 

it is used by the animals we raise for meat. http://www.worldwatch.org/system/files/EP174A.pdf 
 

When we eat a steak, we "consume" on average 60 times more water than if we eat a wheat, rice 

or soya cake; because it takes 100,000 litres of water to produce 1 kg of beef, whereas 1,000 to 2,000 

litres of water is enough to produce 1 kg of wheat, rice or soya. In addition, groundwater and rivers 

are polluted by slurry. 

Science & Life - April 1997. 
 

http://www.commondreams.org/views01/0629-06.htm
http://www.nrdc.org/water/pollution/nspills.asp
http://www.worldwatch.org/system/files/EP174A.pdf


A single day spent without eating meat saves 5000 litres of water (equivalent to a 

hundred showers - 3 months of showering). 

Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations (FAO) 

 

FAMINE 
 

1 child starves to death every 5 seconds, 

10 million people starve to death every year. 923 million people 

suffer from hunger in the world. 

http://www.bread.org/learn/hunger-basics/hunger-facts-international.html 
 

At least 80% of the world's soybeans and more than 50% of all corn is fed to livestock. 

http://www.pubmedcentral.nih.gov/articlerender.fcgi?artid=2367646 
 

More than 70% of cereal crops produced in developing or underdeveloped countries are 

exported or fed to livestock. http://www.pubmedcentral.nih.gov/articlerender.fcgi?artid=2367646 
 

50% of the arable land in the Third World is used to feed "our cattle" instead of feeding 

humans. And 1/3 of the world's arable land is used to produce grain for animals. 

http://www.un.org/apps/news/story.asp?NewsID=20772r=globalr1=environment 
 

One beef provides 1,500 meals, while the grain it has consumed over its lifetime could 

provide 18,000 meals. 

Arsitra. 
 

According to the Population Reference Bureau, a Washington-based research group 

"If everyone adopted a vegetarian diet and food was not wasted, today's food production could feed 

10 billion people, more than the world's population in 2050." 
 

"The action with the greatest impact is to reduce your meat consumption or stop it altogether. 

You would then create a crop surplus that could be used to feed starving people. » 

Jens Holm (Swedish Member of the European Parliament) at the European Forum "Feeding the 

World in Times of Climate Crisis" on 12 November 2008. 
 

"Meat consumption is a major cause of famine and malnutrition". 

George Monbiot, a non-vegetarian investigative journalist, explains how every meat meal takes food out 

of the mouths of the poor. 

Journal The Guardian / article “Why Vegans Were Right All Along,” 
 

HEALTH 
 

One study shows that vegetarians live longer. The German Cancer Research Centre followed 

1904 vegetarians for 21 years. Research has found that vegetarian men reduce their risk of early 

death by 50% and vegetarian women by 30%. 
 

A vegetarian diet helps prevent cancer. Many epidemiological and clinical studies have shown 

that vegetarians are about 50% less likely to die of cancer than non-vegetarians. 

Phillips RL. Role of lifestyle and dietary habits in risk of cancer among Seventh-Day Adventists. 

Cancer Res (Suppl) 1975;35:3513-22.) 
 

Vegetarians live on average 10 to 12 years longer than carnivores. 

A 12-year follow-up study of 6115 British vegetarians and 5015 British omnivores showed a 20% 

lower early all-cause mortality among vegetarians (cancer mortality reduced by 39%). 

http://www.bread.org/learn/hunger-basics/hunger-facts-international.html
http://www.pubmedcentral.nih.gov/articlerender.fcgi?artid=2367646
http://www.pubmedcentral.nih.gov/articlerender.fcgi?artid=2367646
http://www.un.org/apps/news/story.asp?NewsID=20772&amp;Cr=global&amp;Cr1=environment


William Castelli, M.D., Director of the Framingham Heart Study. 
 

Vegetarians are 24% less likely to get heart disease and vegans 57% less likely to get it. 

(Heart disease is the leading cause of death in the UK (50% of deaths). 
 

Cows, pigs and chickens consume 70% of all antibiotics sold in the United States. 

Worldwatch Institute on December 11, 2005 
 

80% of food poisoning is due to contaminated meat (excrement, bacteria, etc.) because meat 

is nothing more than decomposing flesh. The majority of the remaining 20% comes from 

salmonella in eggs. 
 

The consumption of dairy products has the opposite effect of what we are told... it decalcifies! 
 

American women are the highest consumers of calcium in the world, and they also have the 

highest rate of osteoporosis. On average, an American obtains 807 mg of calcium per day through 

the absorption of dairy products, a Taiwanese only 13 mg. 

However, there are no cases of calcium deficiency-related hip fractures in Taiwan, while the USA 

is world champion in osteoporosis. http://www.veganimal.info/article.php3?id_article=52 
 

Osteoporosis is not due to too little calcium intake, but to too much calcium loss due to too much 

protein intake. 

Too much protein removes calcium from our bones. Nutritionist Nathan Pritikin has observed that 

African Bantu women whose diets are low in protein and consist of only one-third of the 

recommended daily amount of calcium in the United States "never have calcium deficiency or 

bone fractures. "The average American consumes five times more protein than they need. 
 

A study conducted by the University of California and published in The American Journal of 

Clinical Nutrition (2001) found that women who obtained the majority of their protein from animal 

sources had 3 times more bone loss and nearly 4 times more hip bills than those who obtained the 

majority of their protein from plant sources. 

The excessive richness in calcium in cow's milk makes it dangerous, because in addition to 

the indurations it causes, due to a lack of ossein, it almost totally inhibits the action of magnesium, 

thus weakening nerve and muscle cells. 

Finally, cow's milk is also too rich in phosphorus, and for this reason can be responsible for 

relative hyperparathyroidism. http://biogassendi.ifrance.com/editobiofr11lait.htm 
 

A study by M. Tember and A. Tamm "Lactose Intake and Myocardial Infarction" (British Medical 

Journal, 09/01/88) concluded that people who drink 3 glasses of milk per day have 4 times more 

risk of myocardial infarction ("heart attack") than those who drink less. 
 

When researchers reviewed 500 medical articles on cow's milk, they found that not a single one 

characterized this bovine secretion as "excellent food, free of side effects". Milk is so full of antibiotic 

and drug residues that some people say it should be bought only with a doctor's prescription. Dr. 

Benjamin Spock (parent counsellor) says cow's milk causes internal blood loss, allergies, indigestion, 

diabetes and anaemia. 
 

A plant-based diet prevents diseases 

- actively: by providing carbohydrates, phytochemicals, antioxidants, vitamins, minerals and 

fibre and 

- by default: by not ingesting animal feed that 

- clogs the arteries with his cholesterol, 

- damages the kidneys with excess protein, 

http://www.veganimal.info/article.php3?id_article=52
http://biogassendi.ifrance.com/editobiofr11lait.htm


- weakens the heart with its saturated fats 

- reduces the effectiveness of the immune system (antibiotic residues in the 

meat). 
 

the countries with the highest per capita consumption of meat (and sugar) (USA, Canada, France) 

are also those with the highest incidence of cardiovascular diseases and accidents, cancers and other 

chronic, degenerative or lethal diseases. Vegetarians in these same countries are two to three times 

less likely to contract one of these diseases than the rest of the population: a 50% reduction in 

cardiovascular mortality and a 40% reduction in cancers. 

 
All this and much more... 
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Introduction 

"There is no need to deprive ourselves: it is only a question of better understanding 

how to eat in the healthiest, most enjoyable, most nourishing way possible, 

and the most economical, the most generous, the least polluting on the other hand. [...] 

Life as a whole would benefit: you, mankind, animals, forests, rivers, soil, oceans, and the 

earth's atmosphere." 
 

John Robbins 
American author specialized in nutrition and environment. 

 

Sixty years ago, a small number of scientists said that tobacco was bad for your health and the cause 

of many diseases. At that time doctors were advising their stressed patients to smoke, and the media 

had no idea of its dangers. 



 

Twenty years ago, scientists, researchers and research institutes were talking about a threat to the 

Earth, revealing that gases emitted by human activities were warming the planet and could have 

serious consequences. Whoever heard them didn't really take the urgency of the situation seriously... 
 

Today, scientists and international organizations declare meat consumption as the main threat to 

the survival of the planet..... 
 

I decided to write this little memo to explain why I decided to devote most of my time to raising 

awareness about vegetarianism and the dangers of eating meat. 

What you will discover in this memo is none other than this: 
 

If we stop eating animal products, 
 

- Reducing the destruction of tropical forests by 70 per cent. 

- we save 923 million starving lives, 

- we're solving a lot of global warming, 

- some wars are avoided 

- we save the planet from most natural disasters, 

- the birth and spread of epidemics is prevented 

- we solve water shortage problems, 

- we stop the pollution of groundwater, rivers and oceans, 

- we're ending the extinction of thousands of wild animals, 

- we stop the ocean acidification that's killing coral and marine life... 
 

Amazing, huh? Never heard of it? A miracle solution? 

Yet hundreds of thousands of people around the world, scientists and international organizations are 

fighting for this information to be known quickly... 

...before it's too late. 
 

 Here is a recent article in the Nouvel Obs.                                                                             

 
VEG 1 

"Human brothers, become vegetarians! 

Giving up meat would be enough to alleviate the shortage of cereals while preserving the 

environment and our health. 

"The intellectual elite in the developed countries find it perfectly normal to worry about 

overpopulation in the world, but they always forget one fact. The real overpopulation is cattle." 

The author of these sentences is not an eccentric vachophobe or a fanatical vegetarian, but the 

American economist Jeremy Rifkin, author of the exciting "Beyond Beef", an essay on the 

devastating impact of the livestock industry, between two essays on work or new technologies. 

Overpopulation? With 1.4 billion cows, our planet is indeed crumbling under the weight of livestock: 

the cumulative weight of all these ruminants is greater than that of the entire human population with 

its 6 billion inhabitants! And it's getting worse. Meat production has increased fivefold since the 1950s 

to 265 million tonnes and is expected to double again over the next 20 years. 

This is a cause for panic among food experts, who are wondering how the earth will be able to feed 

the 3 billion additional humans over the next few decades. 

The competition between farm animals and humans is expected to be very tough. 

- 80% of animal feed comes from crops that would also be suitable for human consumption: 

corn, soybeans. 

- In the age of industrial livestock farming, our animals alone account for 60% of the world's grain 

production, or 670 million tonnes! A volume that would be more than enough to feed the 923 million 

people suffering from malnutrition. In fact, from a Malthusian point of view, meat is not "profitable". 

- It is estimated that a vegetarian consumes an average of 180 kilograms of grain per year, while a 



meat consumer wastes 930 kilos a year. 

To compare the yield of various agricultural specialties, agronomists calculate a food conversion rate, 

which is the ratio between the number of proteins consumed and produced. 

- To get 1 calorie of chicken, you need about 4 calories of vegetable food. Same for pork or eggs. 

For milk, we're up to 8. And for beef, at 17, maybe even more! In comparison, the potato is much 

less greedy, with a conversion rate of only 0.46. And again, we don't even count the water needs: 

- To produce 100 grams of beef you need 25,000 litres of water. 

Gluttonous, our livestock is also expansionist. 

- In total, livestock breeding and feed production squat 78% of the world's agricultural 

land, or 30% of the world's total surface area, three times as much as in 1960. 

"On one hectare of land, a farmer can feed about 30 people if he devotes it to growing vegetables or 

fruit. If he produces eggs or meat, the ratio increases to five people. And to many, many, less, if it is 

only red meat," says Bruno Parmentier, author of "Nourrir l'humanité" and director of the Ecole 

supérieure d'Agriculture d'Angers. 

 

Green perils on all fours: 

- The most insane? The fact is that all this junk is primarily intended for 0.1% of the planet's 

population, the tiny minority of the world's rich. Our meat consumption has risen from 30 kilos per 

person per year in 1919 to over 100 kilos today. That's three times the amount recommended by 

health organizations. 

Not only is our carnivorous diet starving the planet, but it is also killing us by the 

resurgence of "well-nourished" diseases: cardiovascular accidents, diabetes, obesity... 
 

- And to make matters worse, it contributes to global warming. According to a report published in 

2006 by the UN FAO, livestock is responsible for 18% of greenhouse gas emissions. More than 

the transport sector! With their flatulence loaded with methane [72 times more powerful than CO2 

over 20 years], their tons of manure full of laughing gas, the famous NO2 also very harmful [300 

times more powerful than CO2], not to mention ammonia emissions synonymous with acid rain and 

their dejecta that pollute the water table, our charming cattle are green perils on all fours. 

- The expansion of their grazing lands is wreaking havoc. In Central America, 20% of the forest 

areas have already been ratibored. And it is even worse in Brazil, where 38% of the Amazon has 

been sacrificed for cattle. Deforestation is accelerating with the huge soya plantations intended to 

feed our cows. My kingdom for a rib eye. 

Doan Bui, The New Watcher1 

 
VEG 2 
"As science progresses, it is becoming clear that human appetite for animal flesh is the main reason 

for every environmental disaster that threatens the future of mankind: deforestation, erosion, lack of 

drinking water, air and water pollution, climate change, loss of biodiversity (species extinction), 

social injustice, imbalance between communities and the development of diseases". 

World Watch “Vision for a sustainable world" 
 

 But there are worse things...                                                                                                                           
 

VEG 3 

According to a study published in the Journal of Atmospheric Science Open 

by 10 American, British and French scientists, a level of atmospheric carbon dioxide above 350 parts per 

million (ppm) leads to climatic disasters. At present, the planet is at 385 ppm and is increasing by 2 ppm 

per year. 

Open Atmospheric Science Journal 

 
VEG 4 
Every hour, 11 Bangladeshis lose their homes due to rising seas. 

Coastal Watch (Dhaka, capital of Bangladesh) 



 
VEG 5 
The UN IPCC (Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change) has calculated that by 2050, 17% of 

Bangladesh will have disappeared under water, forcing 20 million people to migrate to find new 

homes. 

UN IPCC (Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change). 2 

 
"A nation's greatness and moral advancement can be appreciated by the way it treats 

animals." 
 

Mahatma Gandhi (1869-1948): 
Indian spiritual and political leader 

Wars and epidemics   

VEG 6 
The United Nations Environment Programme has stated that "environmental degradation is one of the 

causes of the conflict in Darfur and other parts of Sudan. "United Nations Environment Programme. Sudan 
3 

 

VEG 7 
United Nations Secretary-General Ban Ki-moon has said that "natural disasters, droughts and other 

changes caused by global warming are most likely the main causes of wars and conflicts. » 

Nations Unies. Ban Ki-moon Calls on New Generation to Take Better Care of Planet Earth than 

His Own. 4 

 
VEG 8 

In a New York Times article, Andrew Revkin (winner of the John Chancellor Award for his 20 years 

of work in climate change science and policy) told Yale University of the urgency of government and 

individual action to avert the threat of more people fighting for increasingly scarce resources. 

http://www.yaledailynews.com/articles/view/26441 sunny 98450 

 
VEG 9 

A large number of studies suggest that climate change could expand the areas where tropical diseases 

such as Dengue fever or Encephalitis are present. A researcher at the University of New South Wales 

(UNSW) in Australia says global warming could lead to an increase in HIV infection rates worldwide. 

In a panel discussion with leading HIV researchers, Professor Daniel Tarantola said that global 

warming is restricting health and social resources in the poorest and most vulnerable countries, 

worsening the incidence of HIV and other diseases. 
http://news.mongabay.com/2008/0430-hiv.html 

 
VEG 10 

Rising ocean temperatures off the coast of Alaska have allowed Vibrio parahaemolyticus bacteria 

to migrate much further north than usual, leading to an outbreak of gastroenteritis among oyster-

eating boat passengers in 2004. 

Higher temperatures in Peru in 1997 and 1998 following El Niño caused twice as many cases of 

diarrhoea in children requiring hospitalization. 

Earlier in the decade, these same temperature changes off the coast of Peru allowed unusual amounts 

of plankton to grow, causing a cholera epidemic affecting about 1 million people and killing 8,000 

throughout Latin America. http://www.slate.com/id/2183699/fr/rss/ 

 
VEG 11 

http://www.yaledailynews.com/articles/view/26441
http://news.mongabay.com/2008/0430-hiv.html
http://www.slate.com/id/2183699/fr/rss/


According to the UN IPCC, many parts of the world already suffering from droughts will become 

even drier, increasing the risk of famine and disease. 

By 2020, 250 million people are likely to run out of water and in some countries food production may 

be cut in half. 

Casey, M. Report: millions face hunger from climate change.5 

IPCC. 6 

 

"As long as men slaughter the beasts, they will feel the killing. 

He who sows murder and pain cannot indeed reap joy and love." 

 

Pythagoras 

Greek Mathematician, Philosopher and Scientist 

Ocean acidification: Both oceans and forests absorb huge amounts of CO2. With the level of CO2 
increasing in the atmosphere, the oceans are becoming dangerously acidic. 

 
VEG 12 

"Coral reefs are disappearing much faster than even the most pessimistic predictions," says a 

research team from the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, and there is currently no way to 

halt the decline. A similar study in the Caribbean Sea and specifically on Caribbean reefs shows that 

reefs are dying at a rate of 1.5% per year. These are really threatened with extinction in the short 

term. http://www.futura-sciences.com/fr/news/t/oceanographie-1/d/le-corail-disparait-plus-

rapidement- que-la-foret-amazonienne_12635/ 

 
VEG 13 

Nearly a million plant and animal species live under the protection of corals: algae, molluscs, 

sponges, anemones, small fish... It's a real underwater rainforest. Its environment is ideal as a shelter 

but also as a pantry. The reef is therefore part of the food chain and without it, these species could not 

survive. 

It is indispensable for underwater life but also for humans, given that more than a billion people live along 

the coasts. 

http://www.7sur7.be/7s7/fr/2669/Mer-de-Corail/article/detail/333980/2008/07/08/Le-corail-est- 

une-veritable-foret-tropical-aquatic.dhtml 

 

Melting of ice and permafrost                                                                               :  

VEG 14 

Several hypotheses have been put forward to explain the most severe mass extinction in the history 

of life on Earth that occurred 251 million years ago. The collision of a comet or an asteroid, huge 

volcanic eruptions in Siberia, a greenhouse effect have been put forward as causes of the phenomenon. 

Gregory Ryskin, professor of chemical engineering at Northwestern University (USA) thinks it is due 

to a huge explosion of methane from the depths of the oceans. 

It suggests that huge combustible clouds, resulting from the sudden release of methane gas trapped in 

stagnant bodies of water, may have exterminated a very large part of marine life and terrestrial animals 

and plants by the end of the Permian. This mechanism could explain other extinctions and climatic 

disturbances. 

251 million years ago, 95% of marine species and 70% of terrestrial species disappeared. Before 

this extinction, Ryskin estimates that about 10,000 gigatons of dissolved methane would have 

accumulated in the water near the ocean floor under high pressure. 

http://www.futura-sciences.com/fr/news/t/oceanographie-1/d/le-corail-disparait-plus-rapidement-
http://www.futura-sciences.com/fr/news/t/oceanographie-1/d/le-corail-disparait-plus-rapidement-
http://www.7sur7.be/7s7/fr/2669/Mer-de-Corail/article/detail/333980/2008/07/08/Le-corail-est-une-veritable-foret-tropicale-aquatique.dhtml
http://www.7sur7.be/7s7/fr/2669/Mer-de-Corail/article/detail/333980/2008/07/08/Le-corail-est-une-veritable-foret-tropicale-aquatique.dhtml
http://www.7sur7.be/7s7/fr/2669/Mer-de-Corail/article/detail/333980/2008/07/08/Le-corail-est-une-veritable-foret-tropicale-aquatique.dhtml


In the case of a sudden release, for example triggered by an earthquake, the resulting methane cloud 

would have had an explosive force 10,000 times greater than that of the entire current stockpile of 

nuclear weapons. 

Clearly, if it has happened before, it can happen again," said Ryskin. 

Centre for Regional and International Studies 7 

 

 
 

VEG 15 

A report from the UN Environment Programme says: 

"If the permafrost continues to melt as predicted, tens of thousands of terabytes (1012) of methane 

could be emitted from the frozen lakes, far exceeding the 4,850 terabytes of methane currently in the 

atmosphere," 8 

 

VEG 16 

For the first time, a team of scientists was able to record and measure the release of millions of tonnes 

of methane hydrides, buried in the Arctic's undersea permafrost, a phenomenon that climate theorists 

feared because it could make global warming uncontrollable through previously unimaginable 

greenhouse gas inputs. The news was published yesterday by the British newspaper The Independent 

based on information transmitted by a team of Swedish researchers on mission on the Russian research 

ship, the Jacob Smirnitskyi. 

The scientific community is all the more concerned about the release of methane, which is 20 to 22 

times more active as a greenhouse gas than carbon dioxide [over a period of 100 years]. The amount 

of methane stored under the Arctic seabed is believed to exceed the total carbon contained in the 

world's reserves of coal, the most abundant fossil fuel on the planet. 

A time bomb: 

A change of a few tenths of a degree centigrade is all it takes," adds Émilien Pelletier, "to initiate 

the release of a solidified gas such as methane. This increase could be explained by the increasing 

inflow of freshwater from Russian rivers, a hypothesis put forward by Swedish researchers. And all 

this water, he says, is the result of the accelerated melting of the permafrost. 

As for the methane thus released, it will itself accelerate global warming, which will cause the rest 

of the permafrost to melt more quickly, which could trigger a "fatal loop reaction" for the climate, 

to which is added the impact on ocean temperature of an increasingly small polar ice cap. 

Duty, Thursday, September 25, 20089 

 

"It will be a great advance in the evolution of the human race when we eat fruit and the 

carnivores disappear from the Earth. 

Everything will be possible on this Earth as long as we overcome meat dinners and 

wars." 

 
George Sand (1804-1876) 
French writer. 

 
 

 
 

VEG 17 

"If no action is taken before 2012, it will be too late. What we do in the next 2 or 3 years will 

determine our future. This is the decisive moment." 

Permafrost (permafrost) is all frozen land on land or underwater. Huge amounts of methane gas 

have been trapped there for thousands of years. (Methane is a greenhouse gas 72 times more potent 

than CO2 over 20 years). 

It is therefore an alarming observation: catastrophic consequences... 

...and a near deadline. 

http://www.ledevoir.com/2008/09/25/207385.html


Dr Rajendra Pachauri, Chairman of the UN IPCC (Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change, Nobel 

Prize). 10 

 

 
 

 
 
 

VEG 18 

The greenhouse effect is mainly caused by three gases: carbon dioxide, methane (72 times more 

powerful than CO2), and nitrous oxide (300 times more powerful than CO2). 

The production of animal feed generates 18% of greenhouse gases measured in CO2 equivalents... 

which is more than all means of transport worldwide (air, sea and land combined = 13.5%). 

Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations11 

 
"The giant shadow of 

farm animals" (table 

3.12 p 113) (FAO 

UNITED NATIONS, 2007) 

 

US. GHG Emissions 

Flowchart (World 

Resources Institute) 

 

[livestock] 
 

 
 

VEG 19 

The CO2 emitted to produce 1 KG of beef is equivalent to the CO2 emitted by a 100 W light bulb lit for 

20 days. 

 
VEG 2 0 

The production of one kilo of beef produces as much greenhouse effect as if you drove your car for 

250 km. 

The production of one kilo of pork produces as much greenhouse effect as if you drove your car 

for 30 km. 

Producing one kilogram of potatoes or wheat produces as much greenhouse effect as if you were 

parking a niche car. 

 
VEG 2 1 

If all Americans didn't eat meat for a single day, we would save the greenhouse gas equivalent of 

90 million New York - Los Angeles plane tickets. 

 
VEG 2 2 

If every Fleming took part in the "Vegetarian Thursdays" campaign. This would have the same effect 

as taking 500,000 cars off the road (in terms of the greenhouse effect). 

EVA 2008 
 

VEG 2 3 

If the British would stop eating meat for... 

 

So what can we do to stop global warming? What is the primary cause of greenhouse gas 

emissions? 

LIVESTOCK & GLOBAL WARMING 

LIVESTOCK & GLOBAL WARMING 

http://www.wri.org/image/view/9528/_original
http://www.wri.org/image/view/9528/_original
http://www.wri.org/image/view/9528/_original


 CO2 emissions 

avoided 

...is equivalent to 

1 day 13 billion kilos = take 5 million cars off the road 

2 days 26 billion kilos = withdraw 73 million return flights from London to Ibiza... 

3 days 39 billion kilos = UK Government's goal of reducing household 

emissions by 2020 
4 days 52 billion kilos = take 20 million cars off the road 

5 days 65 billion kilos = non-use of electricity by all UK households 

6 days 78 billion kilos = take all British cars off the road 

7 days 91 billion kilos = halves the greenhouse gas emissions of the 
domestic sector. 

http://www.meatthetruth.nl/download/20080517_Carbon_Savings_UK.pdf 

 
VEG 2 4 

Annual greenhouse gas emissions... 

 

...of a is the equivalent of driving a mid-

sized car on 

or: 

meat eater 4758 kms / 

vegetarian 2,427 km 50% fewer emissions 

vegan 629 kms 87% fewer emissions 

vegan with an 

organic diet 

281 kms 94% fewer emissions 

Foodwatch for the Institute for Ecological and Economic Research in Germany 

 
VEG 2 5 

Livestock farming produces 115 million tonnes of methane every year. The effect is all the more 

disastrous as we know that a methane molecule is 25 times more powerful in terms of the greenhouse 

effect than a carbon dioxide molecule. [over a 100-year period] 

Jeremy Rifkin, 2001, and Worldwatch Paper 103, "Taking Stock", 1991. 

 
VEG 2 6 

Methane is responsible for half of global warming due to human activity. The main emitter of 

methane is agriculture. 85% of the methane emitted by agriculture comes from the digestion of 

livestock. And the other 15% comes from the fumes from the waste (excrement) of these same 

animals. 
Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations (FAO)12 

 
VEG 2 7 

The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) lists animal husbandry as the largest source of 

human-caused methane emissions, followed by garbage dumps, coal mines and leaks from natural 

gas systems. 

Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations (FAO)13 

 

"The main factors influencing methane and nitrous oxide emissions are the growth of 

livestock populations to meet global demand for meat and milk. » 

 

UN Environmental Protection Agency (2006) 
 

VEG 2 8 

Methane is almost as responsible for climate change as all other non-CO2 gases combined. [animal 

production is the largest producer of methane]. The turnover rate for most ruminants in the plants is 

http://www.meatthetruth.nl/download/20080517_Carbon_Savings_UK.pdf


1 or 2 years. So a decrease in meat consumption would result in an immediate decrease in methane 

emissions. Methane disappears from the atmosphere in only 8 years, so reducing meat consumption 

has a rapid impact on cooling the earth. Conclusion: the best way to reduce climate change in our 

lifetime is to reduce or eliminate our consumption of animal products. 

EarthSave International Report “A New Global Warming Strategy”14 

 
VEG 2 9 

Dr. Andy Thorpe of the University of Portsmouth in the United Kingdom has found that methane 

emissions have a greater influence on global warming and that their proportion is increasing. 

Over the past 250 years, CO2 has increased by 31% while methane has increased by 149% over the same 

period. 

Dr. Thorpe recommends reduced consumption of animal products, as factory farming is a major 

source of methane emissions. 

 
VEG 3 0 

Ninety percent of ammonia emissions from agriculture are due to manure and slurry. 

Hans Mohr in "Spektrum der Wissenschaft", January 1994 and BUWAL 2002. 

 
VEG 3 1 

64% of ammonia emissions come from livestock production and contribute to air, soil and water 

pollution, acid rain and the destruction of the ozone layer. 

Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations (FAO)15 

 
VEG 3 2 

In 1992, the German government's research committee on climate protection reached the same 

conclusions. On the subject of ammonia emissions, he published a report: "Climate Change Threatens 

National Development": 

"Ninety percent of NH3 emissions are due to agriculture and 80 percent to livestock, both in 

Germany and in Western Europe and even worldwide. 

528,000 tonnes of ammonia are emitted each year in Germany, which can be found on farms, in 

the fields and in the organic fertiliser stock. ...] The amount of ammonium and nitrogen discharged 

could be reduced by reducing the number of slaughter animals, changing the feeding method, and 

reducing the application of liquid manure. ...it is not only desirable from an ecological point of 

view, but also from an economic point of view." 

Joint statement by 27 government investigators and scientists. 

 
VEG 3 3 

65% of man-made N2O emissions come from animal husbandry (manure and farm animal urine). 

Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations (FAO)16 

 
VEG 3 4 

60% of methane emissions come from agriculture (livestock 37%) 65-80% 

of nitrous oxide comes from agriculture. 

Livestock produce 64% of the world's annual ammonium emissions. 

Pew Center on Global Climate Change; 2006. 17 

 

VEG 3 5 

"Nitrates from liquid manure release ammonia into the air and poison the environment. They cause acid 

rain and other acid-containing deposits. In Holland, most of the precipitation in the country is ammonium 

gas from cattle farms: 

They do more damage to the country than automobiles and industries. Netherlands 

Institute for Health and Environmental Protection (Worldwatch Paper 103, 

"Taking Stock", 1991) 

 



"I'm a vegetarian and an anti-alcoholic: 

so I can make better use of my brain. " 

 
Thomas Edison (1847 - 1931) 

American inventor and businessman, 
inventor of the phonograph and the incandescent light bulb. 

 

 
 

VEG 3 6 

One of the main causes of deforestation in Latin America is livestock farming. 

Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations (FAO)18 

 
VEG 3 7 

Since 1960, about 200 million hectares of tropical forests have been destroyed, mostly to graze 

livestock and grow grain for livestock and chicken feed. 

http://www.ciwf.org.uk/publications/reports/Global_benefits_summary.pdf\ 

 
VEG 3 8 

The Livestock, Environment and Development Initiative of the Food and Agriculture Organization 

of the United Nations estimates that 70% of the Amazon rainforest that has been razed has been 

razed for meat production. 

 
VEG 3 9 

An area of rainforest the size of 7 football fields is destroyed every minute to graze cattle. 

http://www.un.org/apps/news/story.asp?NewsID=20772r=globalr1=environment 

 
VEG 4 0 

In Central America over the past 40 years, 40% of the tropical forests have been razed or 

burned, mostly for livestock grazing. 

 
VEG 4 1 

Livestock farming is an important catalyst in the destruction of forests. These are cut down to make 

pasture land or crops to feed the same livestock and all of this emits 2.4 billion metric tons of CO2 each 

year and is a direct result of deforestation. These activities have devastated Latin America in 

particular, which is the region with the greatest net loss of forests and the largest CO2 emissions into 

the atmosphere directly linked to the disappearance of vegetation. 

Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations (FAO)19 

 
VEG 4 2 

Deforestation in the Amazon increased by 18% between 2000 and 2005. During the same period, 

soybean plantations in 3 Brazilian states doubled in area (equivalent to an area larger than Costa Rica). 

The World Bank 2008-12-08 

 
VEG 4 3 

Every year, 20 million hectares of forest are destroyed - the equivalent of the area of England, Scotland 

and Wales combined. 

 
VEG 4 4 

The Director of the International Center for Forest Research, David Faimowitz: "We can say that 

ranchers are turning the forests of the Amazon into minced meat. 

The observation is therefore flagrant: The first cause of global warming is the meat industry. It's as 

simple as this: The survival of the planet depends on our consumption of meat. 

But that's not all... 

http://www.ciwf.org.uk/publications/reports/Global_benefits_summary.pdf
http://www.un.org/apps/news/story.asp?NewsID=20772&amp;Cr=global&amp;Cr1=environment


Le Point of 22 June 2006 ("Livestock: an ecological disaster") 
 

VEG 4 5 

24 hours of deforestation releases as much CO2 into the atmosphere as 8 million people 

flying from London to New York. 

 
VEG 4 6 

One hectare of rainforest absorbs one tonne of CO2 per year. 

The destruction and burning of the world's tropical forests releases huge amounts of CO2 into the 

atmosphere, which is retained by vegetation and accounts for 20-25% of global CO2 emissions. 

http://www.savetherainforest.org/savetherainforest_007.htm 

 
VEG 4 7 

Soils, such as those in forests, act as carbon sinks and store more than twice the amount of carbon 

dioxide found in plants and the atmosphere. Deforestation leads to land degradation and desertification, 

both of which are responsible for 130 million tonnes of CO2 escaping from the ground each year. 

http://www.pubmedcentral.nih.gov/articlerender.fcgi?artid=2367646 

 
VEG 4 8 

Desertification or land degradation in arid, semi-arid and dry regions is exacerbated and facilitated 

by animal husbandry. By reducing productivity and the amount of vegetation cover, 

desertification allows CO2 to escape into the atmosphere. 

Desertification of livestock grazing lands is responsible for more than 100 million metric tons 

of CO2 emitted each year. 

Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations (FAO)20 

 
VEG 4 9 

According to the United Nations Environment Programme, the causes of environmental damage in Sudan 

are : 

Land degradation, deforestation, desertification and overgrazing of fragile soils by livestock, whose 

numbers have increased from 27 million to 135 million. 

United Nations Environment Programme 2007 

 
VEG 50 

Reducing soil cohesion leads to erosion, flooding and landslides. In Britain, about half of the arable 

land is now at risk of erosion due to intensive livestock practices that destroy the very structure of 

the soil. Once the land is used by livestock, it loses its nutrients within a few years and becomes 

lifeless and desert-like. http://www.vegetarismus.ch/video/vsuk_skripte.htm 

 
VEG 51 

In Europe, in recent years, more and more shrimps and different types of shellfish have been consumed. 

This practice has led many farms to move to the seaside, where large mangrove forests used to be. 

Mangrove forests have an extremely important ecological function: they cushion the tidal waves and 

reduce their violence. The 2004 tsunami in Asia caused enormous devastation as mangrove forests 

were destroyed to make way for livestock farms. 

An example: Originally, there were more than 500,000 hectares of mangrove forests in the 

Philippines. Today, there are only 36,000 hectares left. The remainder (about 93%) was 

converted into crab farms supplying world trade. 

John Robbins, "Food Revolution", 2001 

 

 

 

http://www.savetherainforest.org/savetherainforest_007.htm
http://www.pubmedcentral.nih.gov/articlerender.fcgi?artid=2367646
http://www.vegetarismus.ch/video/vsuk_skripte.htm


VEG 54 

"Often, when we talk about energy consumption, it's not the steak that comes to mind first, and yet.... 

The journey that a piece of meat makes to reach the plate consumes enormous amounts of fossil 

energy. The cycle begins with the cultivation of cereals for animal feed, a crop that uses a lot of 

petroleum-based products. The fodder then has to be transported to the farms, the cattle have to be 

transported to the slaughterhouse (sometimes thousands of kilometres away); at the slaughterhouse 

processing is carried out; then comes the cold chain, up to distribution. In short, "a kilo of veal is 

equivalent to a car journey of 220 km! a suckling lamb: 180 km!". 

Le Point, 22/06/06 "Livestock: an ecological disaster". 
 

VEG 55 

Raising animals for food requires more than 1/3 of the raw materials and fossil fuels in the 

United States. If we all adopted a plant-based diet, only 2% of the raw materials would be 

needed. 

John Robbins "Diet for a new america." 

 
VEG 56 

To produce 1 calorie of meat protein, you need an average of 28 calories of fuel from fossil fuels. 

To produce 1 calorie of cereal protein, an average of 3.3 calories of fuel calories from fossil fuels 

is required. 

David Pimentel, Cornell University 

 
VEG 57 

Livestock production in the states of Oregon, California and Washington consumes 17 billion 

kilowatt hours. With this energy, every household in America could leave their lights on for a month 

and a half. http://www.commondreams.org/views01/0629-06.htm 

 
VEG 58 

If humans switched from a meat diet to a vegetarian diet, the world's oil reserves would last 260 years 

instead of the 13 years currently forecast. 

John Robbins "Diet for a new america." 

 
VEG 59 

The amount of gasoline consumed in the production of 1 hamburger (animal meat) can produce 

27 sojaburgers (same amount of protein but from a soy steak) 

 
VEG 6 0 

- 1 calorie of protein from soybeans is produced with 2 calories of petrol 

- 1 calorie of protein from beef is produced with 54 calories of gasoline 

http://www.ciwf.org/publications/reports/The_Global_Benefits_of_Eating_Less_Meat.pdf 
 

"Few men could stand to watch an animal for five minutes... 

struggling, with a crushed or torn limb. 

It's obvious that normal human food is vegetable... " 
 

Charles Darwin (1809 -1882) 
English naturalist, theorist of evolution. 

 

Eating meat endangers the entire planet through global warming, the destruction of forests, the 

acidification of the oceans and the consumption of our energy ... 

The meat industry also has a huge economic cost. 

. 
 

http://www.commondreams.org/views01/0629-06.htm
http://www.ciwf.org/publications/reports/The_Global_Benefits_of_Eating_Less_Meat.pdf


 
 

"Put a child in a crib with an apple and a rabbit. If he eats the rabbit and plays with the 

apple, I'll buy you a new car!" 

 

Harvey Diamond 
Author and specialist in nutrition & health. 

 
VEG 6 1 

A vegetarian costs society 25% less in terms of medical costs A vegan costs 

society even less. 

 
VEG 6 2 

Medical costs of meat-based diets worldwide Heart disease: 1 

trillion (US $/year) 

Diabetes: 174 billion (US $/year) 

Report Targets Costs Of Factory Farming (Washington Post)21 

 
VEG 6 3 

The Committee of Doctors for Responsible Medicine (a group of 4500 doctors), revealed in 1995 that 

the annual health care costs resulting directly from the American carnivorous diet were between $23.6 

and $61.4 billion, which is comparable to the health costs of smoking. 

 
VEG 6 4 

According to estimates made by the Worldwatch Institute in Washington, D.C., the price of meat 

would have to be doubled or tripled if costs including the use of fossil energy, source water, chemical 

pollution of the soil and the emission of gases such as ammonia and methane were taken into account. 

Worldwatch paper 103, "Taking Stock", 1991 

This does not take into account expenditure arising from diseases caused by the consumption of animal 

products. 

 
VEG 6 5 

Although most of the costs of meat production are charged to the public 

(= taxpayers), there is still not enough money to make meat production economically profitable. Then 

additional interventions (subsidies) are granted in order to make meat production attractive. The meat 

industry is not only supported nationally, but also internationally: From 1963 to 1985, the World 

Bank injected 1.5 billion dollars into the meat industry in Latin America, largely to finance the huge 

cattle farms. 

If the meat was not subsidized, a single hamburger would cost $35. 

 
VEG 6 6 

Today, European subsidies go directly into advertising campaigns for meat consumption... It should 

be the other way around, we should campaign for vegetarian food because that is the solution. 

Jens Holm (Swedish Member of the European Parliament) at the European Forum "Feeding the 

World in Times of Climate Crisis" on 12 November 2008. 
 

"The physical effect that a vegetarian lifestyle would have on the human temperament... 

would have an extremely positive influence on mankind." 

 

Albert Einstein - 1879-1955: 
German physicist, Nobel Prize in 1922, father of the Theory of Relativity 

 

ECONOMY 



100 species disappear every day due to deforestation. 

Although the rate of species extinction varies according to sources, most scientists agree that species 

living on Earth are disappearing at an alarming rate. According to the World Resources Institute, 100 

species disappear every day due to deforestation [This figure rises to 246 species per day according 

to other sources]. 

About 5-10% of the species living in tropical forests will become extinct every 10 years from now 

on. The levels of species extinctions observed today are similar to those of the 5 great mass extinctions 

in the history of the world. 

http://rainforestweb.org/Rainforest_Information/Species_Extinction/?state=more 

 
VEG 6 8 

The main reason for species extinction is mostly attributed to the loss of high-density and 

endemic areas such as the forests of Brazil or the forests of Madagascar, which have been reduced 

by 90% of their original size over the last 40 years. It is predicted that 50% of animal and plant species 

are at risk of imminent extinction, assuming they are not already extinct. The main cause is the 

conversion of forests for other uses. 

Species extinctions in Tropical Forest VH HEYWOOD and SN. STUART22 

 
VEG 6 9 

The acidification of the oceans due to the increase of greenhouse gases in the atmosphere is killing 

the coral that is home to hundreds of thousands of species that can no longer find enough to feed. 

Commonwealth Industrial and Scientific Research Organisation (CSIRO)23 

 
VEG 70 

Fifteen years ago, in northern Argentina, the Chaco ecosystem was threatened with extinction. In 

2002, it was covered by half of the soybean plantations. World Bank 2008 

 
VEG 71 

Livestock production threatens 306 of the 825 ecoregions. WWF 

 
VEG 72 

23 of the 35 key sites of global biodiversity loss are affected by livestock production. 

Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations / Conservation International. 

 
VEG 73 

A new study published by the journal Global Change Biology states that between 2000 and 2006, 

coral reefs around Fiji's Lau Islands were reduced by 50%. Dr. Nick Graham of James Cook 

University in Australia has attributed this decline to overfishing, habitat disturbance and ocean 

acidification due to global warming. 

http://www.abc.net.au/news/stories/2008/11/24/2427975.htm?section=justin 24 
 

VEG 74 

Huge amounts of fertilizers, pesticides and manure flow down the Mississippi River into the Gulf of 

Mexico. The highly nutritious content of this waste leads to a chain reaction that results in the 

reproduction of microorganisms that remove all oxygen from the ocean floor. The animals living there 

must then migrate or die of hypoxia. Scientists have called these areas "DEAD ZONES". The dead 

zone in the Gulf of Mexico in 1997 covered an area the size of Hawaii. 

 
VEG 75 

- More than 85% of Chinese lakes suffer from serious nutrient pollution. 

- In 2007, 82 cases of harmful algal blooms were reported on the Chinese coast covering 

11610 km2 of seawater. 

http://rainforestweb.org/Rainforest_Information/Species_Extinction/?state=more
http://www.abc.net.au/news/stories/2008/11/24/2427975.htm?section=justin


- In 2006, the United Nations Environment Programme declared the Pearl and Yangtze River 

estuary a "new Dead Zone". 

Greenpeace China 

 
VEG 76 

Industrial fishing is the cause of millions of deaths each year and many species are now on the 

brink of extinction. 

 
VEG 77 

To obtain one kilogram of farmed fish, two kilos of sea fish are needed as food. 

Rosamund Naylor & al., «Effect of Aquaculture on Global Food Supplies», Nature, 29.6.00. 
 

VEG 78 

Similar quantities are also used for so-called "seafood" such as crabs, shrimps etc. In addition to this 

waste, the existence of sea fish is further threatened by the capture of fish used for the preparation of 

flour which land, in a proportion of 2/3, in the feeders of land-based slaughter animals. 

Worldwatch Paper 171 
 

 
 

VEG 79 

1.1 billion people do not have access to safe drinking water. 

- The minimum water requirement per person per year is = 18,250 litres. 

- The production of 1 kg of meat will have required up to 20,000 litres of water. 

Liu J. and Savenije H. 2008 / Lunqvist J. et al. 2008 (SIWI) 
 

VEG 8 0 

- 70% of the earth's surface is water, 

- 97.5% of this water is salty. 

- 2.5% is sweet 

- 68.7% of this freshwater is in the form of ice and 31.3% in liquid form. 

- 70% of this liquid water is used by the agricultural sector and most of it is used 

by the animals we raise for meat. 

http://www.worldwatch.org/system/files/EP174A.pdf 
 

VEG 8 1 

A few years ago water experts calculated that we humans use 50% of the world's water supply and 

leave the other 50% to the million other species. Most of the water consumed by humans is 70% for 

agriculture and most of it for livestock. http://www.worldwatch.org/system/files/EP174A.pdf 

 
VEG 8 2 

About 50% of all water used in the United States is consumed by farm animals. 

John Robbins, The Food Revolution, p. 238. 

 
VEG 8 3 

A single day spent without eating meat saves 5000 litres of water (the equivalent of a 

hundred showers). 

Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations (FAO) 
 

VEG 8 4 

We save more water by not eating 450 g of beef than by not showering for 6 months!!!! 

The meat industry is the first cause of the acidification of our oceans, which destroys coral, the 

first link in a long marine food chain. 

The meat industry is the first cause of deforestation. Forests that are home to the greatest 

biodiversity on the planet. 

http://www.worldwatch.org/system/files/EP174A.pdf
http://www.worldwatch.org/system/files/EP174A.pdf


If you shower once a day, every day for 7 minutes for a year (with a water flow of 7.5 litres per 

minute), you use 19400 litres of water. 

The Foundation for Water Education has calculated that 450 grams of beef produced will have 

required 9,300 litres of water. 

John Robbins in The Food Revolution25 

 
VEG 8 5 

By 2025, it is estimated that 2/3 of the world's population will live in areas where water will be a 

moderate or severe problem. 

United Nations26 

 
VEG 8 6 

A more recent report published by the University of California at Davis reveals that: 

- 370 litres of water are needed to produce a complete vegan meal. 

- 1250 litres of water are needed to produce a chicken dish. 

- 4552 litres of water are needed to produce a beef dish. 
 

VEG 8 7 

A typical American's diet consumes 15,900 litres of water per day (water given to animals to drink, 

crop irrigation, processing, washing, cooking, etc.). A person whose diet is vegan consumes only 

1135 litres of water per day. 

Richard H. Schwartz "Judaism and Vegetarianism" 

 
VEG 8 8 

When we eat a steak, we "spend" on average 60 times more water than if we eat a wheat, rice or soya 

cake; because it takes 100,000 litres of water to produce 1 kg of beef, whereas 1,000 to 2,000 litres 

of water is enough to produce 1 kg of wheat, rice or soya. In addition, groundwater and rivers are 

polluted by slurry. 

Science & Life - April 1997. 

 
VEG 8 9 

 

Water Inputs in California Food Production (Chart E3 P.28, PDF) 

 
VEG 9 0 

 

Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations (FAO)27 

 

VEG 9 1 
 

Science & Vie n° 955 p.34 

 
VEG 9 2 

Trees help perpetuate the water cycle by returning water vapour to the atmosphere. Deforestation 

stops the water cycle and thus water resources. 
 

We are often told that to save water we should turn off the taps when brushing our teeth, or avoid 

taking long showers. 

A single day spent without eating meat saves 5000 litres of water (the equivalent of a hundred showers, 

about 3 months of showers!). 

http://www.sakia.org/cms/fileadmin/content/irrig/general/kreith_1991_water_inputs_in_ca_food_production-excerpt.pdf


"Vegetarianism is a mark of respect towards beings that we can rightly consider not only as 

young brothers but also as intelligent creatures who know what suffering means. It is 

therefore a sign pure and simple 

of humanity and compassion. How would we feel if beings with a more elaborate form of 

life than ours, leaving us with little chance of dialogue with them, found it normal and 

appetizing to include us on their menu? 
 

Anne and Daniel Meurois 
French authors. 

 

 
 

VEG 9 3 

The world's poultry farming and industry continuously produces billions of tonnes of manure, which 

has long posed problems of storage, treatment and pollution. Common animal waste treatment 

practices are often inadequate to protect our drinking water and our environment. Droppings holding 

tanks often break, leak or overflow, allowing dangerous elements to leak into water supplies. 

http://www.nrdc.org/water/pollution/nspills.asp 

 
VEG 9 4 

1 industrial farm produces 1.6 million tons of manure per year which is more pollution than the city 

of Houston in TEXAS which is the 4th largest city in the United States. 

US Government Accountability Report28 

 
VEG 9 5 

Giant factory farms that can accommodate hundreds of thousands of chickens, pigs, and cows produce 

huge amounts of waste (40 tons of excrement per second!!). In the United States, these factory farms 

produce 130 times more waste than humans. 

Natural Resources Defense Council 

 
VEG 9 6 

It has been calculated that an eight-hectare salmon "farm" in the United States produces as much 

organic waste as a city of 10,000 people! The organic waste causes an explosion of algae production, 

which absorbs acidic substances from the water, reducing the air available for fish and other organisms, 

thus killing all forms of life. http://www.vegetarismus.ch/info/f10.htm 

 
VEG 9 7 

In the United States the share of water pollution due to agriculture is greater than that due to all cities 

and industries combined! 

Cross et al. "Beef as part of the American diet", April 1990. 

 
VEG 9 8 

About 50% of water pollution in Europe is due to intensive animal husbandry. Nitrates from 

agriculture have penetrated so deeply into the soil that some brands of mineral water no longer 

meet the quality standards required for drinking water. 

WDR television report: "Meat devours humans", 17.12.1987. 

 
VEG 9 9 

In the United States alone, farm animals are responsible for : 55% of 

erosion and sedimentation 

37% of pesticide use 50% of 

antibiotic use 

POLLUTION 

http://www.nrdc.org/water/pollution/nspills.asp
http://www.vegetarismus.ch/info/f10.htm


33% of the presence of nitrates and phosphorus in rivers and groundwater. 

(National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration)... 29 

 

VEG 10 0 
 

In the Europe + North America zone, animal excrements are emitted at a rate of 110 

tonnes per second, i.e. 2.5 billion tonnes per year. 

 
VEG 10 1 

The storage of huge quantities of manure releases significant amounts of toxic gases such as ammonia, 

hydrogen sulphide and methane into the atmosphere. 

These polluting gases are carried by the wind and affect areas far from where they were produced. 

Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations (FAO)30 

 
VEG 10 2 

Livestock, because of the quantity of excrement and urine discharged by the cattle, pollute rivers and 

groundwater. In France, 90% of groundwater is polluted by pesticides (crops) and nitrates 

(manure). Antibiotics, steroids and growth hormones also pollute. In the United States, factory farms 

generate more than 130 times the amount of waste generated by the population (American Council 

for the Protection of Natural Resources). 

Similarly, aquaculture and fish farming are very polluting activities. The growth of this sector is partly 

due to overfishing and therefore to the collapse of wild populations (cod, halibut, turbot, etc.). In 

France, almost 100% of the salmon consumed comes from farms. However, in 1998, according to 

the census of French salmon farming (source: Ministry of Agriculture), 66% of production sites do 

not treat their discharges. In addition, the population density is such that the environment is polluted 

by emissions of nitrogen compounds and ammonia. 

Each hen excretes about 180 g of ammonia per day in its droppings, a substance that contributes to the 

death of forests. The presence of nitrates in drinking water is also partly due to the excrement of farm 

animals. 

http://www.vegetarismus.ch/heft/f99-2/oeufs.htm 
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In central California, 1,600 dairies produce as much feces and urine as a city of 21 million people. 

There's not enough land around to absorb all this waste. 
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"Dutch farms produce 94 million tonnes of manure every year, of which only 50 million tonnes can 

safely be absorbed into the soil. (...) The surplus is not shipped away; it is simply dumped on the 

ground where it pollutes the water supply and kills what is left of the natural vegetation in the 

agricultural areas of the Netherlands". 

[Peter Singer, Animal Liberation, Grasset 1993, p. 260] 

According to figures from the Dutch Ministry of Public Health (1987 figures), 50% of acid 

deposition in Holland came from industrial livestock farming. 

 

 
 

Mankind has always grown grain. But recently she decided to give them to animals rather 

than starving humans... 
 

Anonymous 
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FAMINE 

http://www.vegetarismus.ch/heft/f99-2/oeufs.htm


Farm animals never starve, yet a child starves to death every 5 seconds and 923 million others 

are malnourished. 

10 million people die every year from hunger and famine-related diseases. 

http://www.bread.org/learn/hunger-basics/hunger-facts-international.html 
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At least 80% of the world's soybeans and more than 50% of all corn is fed to livestock. 

http://www.pubmedcentral.nih.gov/articlerender.fcgi?artid=2367646 
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Nearly 1 billion human beings suffer from hunger. Nearly 1 

billion other human beings are overweight. 

Every year 760 million tons of grain are fed to livestock, an amount that could solve the world's food 

shortage 14 TIMES. 
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One beef provides 1,500 meals, while the grain it has consumed over its lifetime could provide 

18,000 meals. 

Arsitra. 
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50% of the arable land in the Third World is used to feed "our cattle" instead of feeding humans. 

And 1/3 of the world's arable land is used to produce grain for animals. 

http://www.un.org/apps/news/story.asp?NewsID=20772r=globalr1=environment 
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More than 70% of cereal crops produced in developing or underdeveloped countries are exported or fed 

to livestock. http://www.pubmedcentral.nih.gov/articlerender.fcgi?artid=2367646 
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In Thailand, 90% of cassava, the country's main resource, is exported. As a result, the local availability 

of starch and protein is declining, while 50,000 children (out of a population of 5.1 million) die each 

year mainly from malnutrition. 
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At the height of the drought, the Sahel exported more protein than it received in food aid! 
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Consumption of cereals Consumption of soybeans 
 

Other 12%. 
Bio- 

Human 48% Human  

 

Livestock 36%.  

 

Humans,  

Bio-fuels  Other : 26% 

Livestock 74% Raising animals 

 

 

 

http://www.bread.org/learn/hunger-basics/hunger-facts-international.html
http://www.pubmedcentral.nih.gov/articlerender.fcgi?artid=2367646
http://www.un.org/apps/news/story.asp?NewsID=20772&amp;Cr=global&amp;Cr1=environment
http://www.pubmedcentral.nih.gov/articlerender.fcgi?artid=2367646
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Cereals currently fed to farm animals could feed 2 billion people. 

New York TIMES - Mark Bittman 
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In Switzerland, 57% of crops are used for animal feed (in 1990). In the United States, this proportion 

amounts to 80% (to feed 8 billion so-called slaughter animals). 90% of soybeans are used to feed 

livestock worldwide. 

Earthsave Foundation 
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In the United Kingdom, feed for farm animals could feed 250 million 

of human beings. 

http://www.flex.com/~jai/articles/101.html 
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If the Americans reduce their meat consumption by 10%, this will free up 12,000,000 tonnes of 

grain, enough to feed 60 million people. 

John Robbins, "Diet for a New America," 
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"The action with the greatest impact is to reduce your meat consumption or stop it altogether. You 

would then create a crop surplus that could be used to feed starving people. » 

Jens Holm (Swedish Member of the European Parliament) at the European Forum "Feeding the 

World in Times of Climate Crisis" on 12 November 2008. 
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"Meat consumption is a major cause of starvation and malnutrition". George Monbiot, a non-

vegetarian investigative journalist, explains how the demand for meat by the world's richest people is 

increasing the price of grain, which is becoming too expensive for the poor. Because it takes 2 kg of 

cereals to produce 450 g of meat, each meat meal takes food out of the mouths of the poorest 

people. 

Journal britannique The Guardian / article “Why Vegans Were Right All Along,” 
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Livestock farms and animal production infrastructure occupy 1/3 of the world's agricultural land and 

use more than 70% of all agricultural land, including land used to grow the cereals that feed them. 

(Haan et al. 1997). Haan, C; Steinfeld, H; Blackburn, H. Livestock and the Environment: Finding a 

Balance. 
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Floor area required to produce one kilogram of : 

 
Beef, including fodder 323 m2 

Grazing beef 269 m2 

Fish. 207 m2 

Pig 55 m2 

Chicken for fattening 53 m2 

Eggs 44 m2 

Rice 17 m2 

Pasta 17 m2 

http://www.earthsave.org/
http://www.flex.com/~jai/articles/101.html
http://www.pubmedcentral.nih.gov/articlerender.fcgi?artid=2367646&amp;b17-ehp0116-000578


Bread 16 m2 

Potatoes 6 m2 

WWF Switzerland 
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Over the same period of time, the same area of land can produce 

- 1 kg of meat 

- 160 kg of potatoes 

- 200 kg of tomatoes 

http://www.vegetarismus.ch/video/vsuk_skripte.htm 
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Half a hectare of land can produce 

- enough soybeans to feed 61 people 

- or enough wheat to feed 10 people 

- or enough livestock to (badly) feed 2 people. 
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A meat diet requires 7 times more land than a plant-based diet. 

http://veg.ca/content/view/133/111/ 
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[...] In addition, there is the wastage due to the processing of cereals for animal feed. To produce a 

given amount of chicken meat, 12 times that amount in grain is needed. For eggs, you need 4 

times (for beef 10 times and for milk 5 times). 80-90% of the soybean harvest and half of the 

cereals are destined for livestock. It is paradoxical to note that these plant foods are largely 

cultivated in 

countries where humans are already suffering from malnutrition, and are exported to rich 

countries to end up at the end of the chain in farm animal excrement, which is highly polluting for 

the environment. 
http://www.vegetarismus.ch/heft/f99-2/oeufs.htm 

 

 
 

"The child who knows how to bend over the suffering animal... 

will one day reach out to his brother." 

 

Albert Schweitzer 
Protestant theologian, musician, philosopher and doctor from Alsace, 
winner of the Goethe Prize in 1928 and the Nobel Peace Prize in 
1952. 

 

I personally have no children. Still... 

If I had one and he was starving right now, if I saw 

him slimming, 

If I could see in his eyes the life going out of him... 

If one of those kids were in my arms right now... 

If he looked at me with his eyes where the will to live is gone... 

If someone said to me: You can save this child by stopping eating animal products... What would 

I do? 

This child, he exists, and he dies every five seconds in the arms of a parent, somewhere in the 

world. Stopping eating meat to give life to this child is what any of us would do. But we don't see 

them die, we don't see the relationship between the meat on our plate and the death of a kid 20,000 

kilometres away. Yet the cause and effect relationship 

is very real. 

http://www.vegetarismus.ch/video/vsuk_skripte.htm
http://veg.ca/content/view/133/111/
http://www.vegetarismus.ch/heft/f99-2/oeufs.htm
http://fr.wikipedia.org/wiki/Protestantisme
http://fr.wikipedia.org/wiki/Th%C3%A9ologie
http://fr.wikipedia.org/wiki/Musicien
http://fr.wikipedia.org/wiki/Philosophe
http://fr.wikipedia.org/wiki/M%C3%A9decin
http://fr.wikipedia.org/wiki/Goethe-Preis
http://fr.wikipedia.org/wiki/1928
http://fr.wikipedia.org/wiki/Prix_Nobel_de_la_paix
http://fr.wikipedia.org/wiki/1952


 
 

 
 

"Strange spectacle to see a mother giving her daughter, who only yesterday she was breast-

feeding, this coarse diet of bloody meat." 

 
Jules Michelet - 1798-1874: 
French historian and 
philosopher. 

 

 
 

I hesitated for a long time to write this chapter on health because... 

- There is already a large number of articles and research proving the negative impact of meat on 

health. 

- One billion people on this earth live without eating meat and they live statistically longer, with 

fewer diseases than their carnivorous counterparts. This seems to me to be the best proof of the 

dangers of meat consumption and the benefits of vegetarianism. 

Every cell in our body was built from the nutrients we ingested. Every food we eat is used to build 

each of the millions of cells that make up our body. Animal food is composed only of dead cells filled 

with pesticides, hormones, antibiotics and other chemicals. It is with these materials that our cells are 

built. It is therefore obvious that the first cause of disease in humans is the consumption of animal 

products. 

How indeed can the billions of cells that make up the body of a carnivore function properly since they are 

built with toxic and harmful elements? 

Not surprisingly, vegetarians rarely get sick and live longer than carnivores. 

Many health centres are opening all over the world where only food is used as a treatment. Patients 

can even slow down or even cure their cancer simply by changing their diet. 

I also realized how obvious it was that eating corpses, and decaying flesh... in other words meat... 

is necessarily totally aberrant and toxic. How could eating dead bodies be healthy? 

How could ingesting death bring life? 
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One study shows that vegetarians live longer. The German Cancer Research Centre followed 1904 

vegetarians for 21 years. Research has found that vegetarian men reduce their risk of early death 

by 50% and vegetarian women by 30%. In a joint study, research by a team at the University of Vienna 

in Austria reported that vegetarians had higher than average intakes of vitamin C, carotenoids, folic 

acid, fibre and unsaturated fats. 

On average, meat consumers absorb twice the recommended protein intake! Excess detrimental to 

health, which leads to a plethora of diseases: arthritis, cardiovascular diseases, certain cancers, 

obesity... 
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A vegetarian diet helps prevent cancer. Many epidemiological and clinical studies have shown that 

vegetarians are about 50% less likely to die of cancer than non-vegetarians. 

Phillips RL. Role of lifestyle and dietary habits in risk of cancer among Seventh-Day Adventists. 

Cancer Res (Suppl) 1975;35:3513-22.) 
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The consumption of meat therefore starves our world, destroys our forests and the diversity of 

life, pollutes the air we breathe and the water we drink... and more directly still... 

...pollutes our bodies. 

HEALT

H 

HEALT

H 



A 12-year follow-up study of 6115 British vegetarians and 5015 British omnivores showed a 20% 

lower early all-cause mortality among vegetarians (cancer mortality reduced by 39%). 
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60% of human pathogens are of animal origin 75% of 

emerging diseases are of animal origin. 

World Organisation for Animal Health 2005 / CAST 2005 
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Vegetarians, through their diet, avoid the animal fat that is linked to cancer and receive an 

abundance of fibre and vitamins that help prevent this disease. In addition, vegetarians' blood tests 

show higher levels of "natural killer cells," specialized white blood cells that attack cancer cells. 

Malter M, Schriever G, Eilber U. Natural killer cells, vitamins, and other blood components of vegetarian 

and omnivorous men. Nutr Cancer 1989; 12:271-8.) . 
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The majority of comparative medical studies confirm that people on a balanced vegetarian diet are 

statistically healthier than people on an omnivorous diet (even if the diet is balanced and after correcting 

for other factors such as alcohol and tobacco consumption or regular exercise). 

http://fr.ekopedia.org/V%C3%A9g%C3%A9tarisme#_note-0 
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Vegetarians are 50% less likely to die of diabetes. In fact some health centers in the United States 

promote veganism as a way to make diabetes disappear completely. Many diabetics no longer need 

insulin injections after becoming vegan. 

http://www.rawfor30days.com/ 
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Meat eaters have twice as many cases of Alzheimer's as vegans and vegetarians, and some believe 

that Parkinson's disease is also linked to meat consumption. 
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Vegetarians also have a lower incidence of colon cancer than those who eat meat. 

Phillips RL. Role of lifestyle and dietary habits in risk of cancer among Seventh-Day Adventists. 

Cancer Res (Suppl) 1975;35:3513-22.) . 
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Of the 2,100,000 deaths in the United States in 1987, 1,500,000 were diet-related (i.e. meat and 

dairy). 
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Vegetarians are 24% less likely to get heart disease and vegans 57% less likely to get it (Heart 

disease is the leading cause of death in the UK - 50% of deaths). 
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A well-balanced vegetarian diet provides all the necessary nutrients, without the saturated fats, 

cholesterol... that can be found in animal flesh, eggs or dairy products. Research has shown that 

vegetarians can cut heart disease in half, and some cancers by as much as 40%. 

Elizabeth Somer, "Eating Meat: A Little Doesn't Hurt," WebMD, 1999 . 31 
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http://fr.ekopedia.org/V%C3%A9g%C3%A9tarisme#_note-0
http://www.rawfor30days.com/


Life feeds on life. Plant a bean or a wheat seed: it will germinate. Put a carrot in the water: a nice 

foliage will appear. Life manifests itself, strong and healthy. Plants get their energy directly from 

the sun. Then comes a herbivorous animal that eats the plant. At the end of the food chain, the 

carnivore that eats the animal thus obtains only a fraction of the initial energy captured by the plant. 

Why settle for impoverished energy, degenerated by successive transfers? 
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Cuvier the great naturalist said: "comparative anatomy teaches us that in everything man resembles 

frugivorous animals and nothing like carnivores". Indeed, the teeth, stomach and intestines of 

humans are very different from those of carnivores. The intestine in particular measures only four to 

five times the length of the body in the latter, compared to ten to twelve times in humans. This journey 

is too long for the meat, which thus has time to release its toxins, which are absorbed by the intestinal 

mucous membrane before passing into the bloodstream. These toxic wastes (urates, lactic acid, 

saturated fats, albumin) and meat purines are very difficult to eliminate by the liver and kidneys. This 

extra work tires and clogs these organs in the long run. 
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Humans don't have sharp teeth or claws to kill their prey. On the contrary, his hands are made for 

picking fruits, berries and vegetables, and his teeth are suitable for chewing them. 

John Ray (1628-1704) - Father of English Natural History 
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The American Dietetic Association is an internationally renowned organization with nearly 

70,000 members (dietitians and nutritionists). 

Their position on vegetarianism and veganism has been the subject of a report, available on their 

website (in English), and updated regularly. As the AAD is a reference in terms of dietetics across the 

Atlantic, it seems important that its position in favour of vegetarianism be better known in France, 

where part of the official medical community still remains convinced that there is no salvation outside 

of meat. 

AAD's view of the human health benefits of vegetarianism is not new. The FMA states that: "This 

position was adopted by the House of Delegates on October 18, 1987" and has been reaffirmed 

several times since. 

In a measured language, typical of official publications, but nevertheless very clear about the 

usefulness of vegetarian diets, AAD argues its point of view on the basis of a series of high quality 

scientific articles, the vast majority of which were published in the 1990s, and more than half of which 

were published from 1994 onwards. This means that the information provided is completely up to 

date. 

"Properly conducted vegetarian diets are healthy, nutritionally adequate and beneficial in the 

prevention and treatment of certain diseases. About 2.5% of adults in the United States and 4% of 

adults in Canada eat a vegetarian diet. By definition, a vegetarian diet excludes meat, fish and 

poultry. Interest in vegetarianism seems to be increasing if one considers the number of restaurants 

and university catering services that regularly offer vegetarian meals. 

Sales of foods suitable for vegetarians have increased significantly, and these foods are available in 

many supermarkets. 

A well-planned vegan diet and other types of vegetarian diets are appropriate for all periods of life, 

including pregnancy, breastfeeding, infancy, childhood, and adolescence. 

Vegetarian diets offer many nutritional benefits, including lower levels of saturated fat, cholesterol 

and animal protein as well as higher levels of carbohydrates (carbohydrates), fibre, magnesium, 

potassium, folate (or vitamin B9) and antioxidants such as vitamins C and E and phytochemicals. 

Vegetarians have lower body mass indexes than non-vegetarians, as well as lower rates of death from 

coronary heart disease; vegetarians also have lower blood cholesterol levels, lower blood pressure, 

and are less prone to hypertension, type 2 diabetes or "fatty diabetes", and prostate and colon cancer. 

http://fr.ekopedia.org/%C3%89nergie
http://fr.ekopedia.org/Soleil


Although many government-funded institutional food programs can accommodate vegetarians, few 

currently offer dishes suitable for vegans. » 
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The World Cancer Research Fund stated in 2007: "Limited consumption of red meat and 

avoidance of processed meat ... Eat mainly plant-based foods. » 

World Cancer Research Fund (2007) and AICR 200732 

 

"Of course, many of my teammates teased me for being a vegetarian, but they 

noticed that I was healthy, didn't get sick, didn't have colds, flu, headaches, 

nothing. I played match after match, and I played for a long time. And still, today 

at 50, 

I work every day. I continue to get 5 hours, 6 hours of sleep, so I have long days every day 

and I feel good every second of the day. » 
 

James Donaldson 
Star NBA basketball 
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Professor Irvin Fisher of Yale University has studied the effects of different diets on physical 

performance. Among 3 groups (carnivorous athletes, vegetarian athletes and sedentary vegetarians), 

it turned out that "carnivores showed by far less endurance than vegetarians (both athletic and 

sedentary)". 

The results showed that the average scores of vegetarians were double the average scores of 

carnivores, even with half of the vegetarians being sedentary. 

Similar results were found in a study by Dr. J Ioteyko of the Paris Academy of Medicine. 

Fisher, Irving, "The Influence of Flesh Eating on Endurance," 33 

Ioteyko, J., et al, Scientific survey of vegetarians in Brussels. 34 
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A study by Belgian doctors studied the number of times vegetarians could squeeze a physical 

force measuring device called a "Grip meter". 

Vegetarians were able to squeeze it 69 times while carnivores were only able to squeeze it 38 times. 

The recovery time was much shorter for vegetarians, who recovered from fatigue much faster than 

meat eaters. 

Schouteden, A., Ann de Soc. Des Sciences Med. And Nat. From Brussels (Belgium) I 
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In 1986, a team of researchers tested a group of men. 

They were subjected to 3 different regimes over a period of time. They were tested on a stationary bike to 

measure their strength and endurance: 
 

Astrand, Per-Olaf, Nutrition Today 3:no2, 9-11, 1986. 
 

REGIME Average pedalling time without stopping 

carnivorous diet: 
meat, milk and eggs 

57 minutes 

mixed diet: 

meat, 

vegetables 

114 minutes 

strict vegetarian diet: 
cereals, seeds and fruits 

167 minutes 
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Breast cancer incidence is remarkably lower in nations that follow a plant-based diet, such as 

China. It is interesting to note that Japanese women who adopt the Western diet, i.e. a meat-based 

diet, are eight times more likely to develop breast cancer than women who follow a more traditional 

plant-based diet. 

Trichopoulos D, Yen S, Brown J, Cole P, MacMahon B. 35 
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Animal products are generally higher in fat and are all fibre-free. Meat and dairy products contribute 

to several forms of cancer, including colon, breast and prostate cancers. 

Colon cancer has been directly linked to meat consumption. A high-fat diet promotes the production 

of estrogen in the body, especially estradiol. High levels of this sex hormone have been linked to 

breast cancer. The process by which lactose (milk sugar) is broken down into galactose obviously 

damages the ovaries. 

Cramer DW, Harlow BL, Willett WC. Galactose consumption and metabolism in relation to the risk 

of ovarian cancer. Lancet 1989;2:66-71. 
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The most powerful and resistant animals, the elephant, bull, gorilla, rhino, hippopotamus, are 

vegan animals. Exclusively carnivorous animals (fewer in number than is claimed) have little choice, 

while omnivores (such as bears) devote most of their food to plants. 
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Vegans and vegetarians have lower cholesterol levels and blood pressure. (High rates are associated 

with heart disease, heart attacks and liver disease). 
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Egg yolk is a very dense concentration of saturated fat and egg white has a high concentration of albumin 

protein associated with calcium infiltration in the urine. 

- Butter is 80% saturated fat, 

- Cream is 40%. 

- and cheese is 25-40% saturated fat. 
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Modern consumption of meat and animal by-products is unprecedented in human history. In France, 

meat consumption has increased by 500% in a century. Obesity, gout and rheumatism, heart disease, 

diabetes, osteoporosis and most cancers, diseases once reserved for the wealthiest minority, now 

"democratically" affect all consumers of animal products. 

"Aren't vegetable proteins of inferior quality? " : All proteins are of the same quality. On the basis of 

pseudo-scientific experiments, because they were carried out on non-human animals, we have long 

been led to believe that it is absolutely necessary to absorb the 14 amino acids of which our body is 

composed. We now know that this is not the case: our body recomposes the amino acids it needs from 

all the proteins we ingest. Only overload is harmful: it is, for example, a cause of decalcification 

(osteoporosis is an unknown disease in Africa). 

And then the hundreds of millions of vegetarians around the world are living proof that this statement is 

wrong ... 

At the same time, the countries with the highest per capita consumption of meat (and sugar) (USA, 

Canada, France) are also those with the highest incidence of cardiovascular diseases and accidents, 

cancers and other chronic, degenerative or lethal diseases. Vegetarians in these same countries are 

two to three times less likely to contract one of these diseases than the rest of the population: a 50% 

reduction in cardiovascular mortality and a 40% reduction in cancers. 
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Vegetarians have a lower risk of contracting gall or kidney stones. 
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Vegetarianism is suitable for children, helping them to reduce the risk of cardiovascular disease, obesity, 

diabetes and other long-term illnesses. 

Charles Attwood, M.D., Dr. Attwood’s Low-Fat Prescription for Kids, New York , 1995, p. 8436 
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Diseases related to meat consumption : 

Heart disease 

Diabetes, Obesity, Colon Cancer, Blue Tongue Disease, E Coli, Salmonella, Bird Flu, 

Mad Cow Disease, Piglet Disease (PMWS), 

Listeriosis (fatal and increasing), Shellfish poisoning, Pre-eclampsia 

(pregnancy complications) 

Most of the viruses spread around the world are of animal origin... 

Department for Environment Food and Rural Affairs...37 
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In 1991, the Committee of Doctors for Responsible Medicine, which includes 4500 doctors, 

published the list of the 4 New Recommended Food Groups. FRUIT, VEGETABLES, COMPLETE 

CEREALS, VEGETABLES (peas and beans). Meat and dairy products were described as 

"optional", considered "not necessary" for good health. 
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There is nothing in animals except vitamin B12 that you won't find in plants (this remark seems 

logical after all, since the animals we eat find their nutrients in... plants). 
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Project China : 

One of the longest and most extensive investigations in history reveals the indisputable link between 

diet and cancer. By comparing the rural Chinese population and the American population over several 

years, Dr. Colin Campbell, from Cornell University in the United States, and his team paint a 

compelling picture: to live healthy, it is better to eat less, eat fibre (whole grains), an abundance of 

fruits and vegetables, live in the countryside and exercise rather than eat meat, dairy products, low-

fibre foods and live sedentarily in the city. 

Some results (excerpt): 

- These findings suggested that a simple addition of animal products to a usually plant-based diet 

could raise blood cholesterol levels (total cholesterol but also LDL), thus increasing the risk of 

chronic degenerative diseases. 

- The main dietary factor responsible for the evolution of disease rates from a pre-industrial to a 

post-industrial society is the increased consumption of animal products. 
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A century ago 80% of our protein intake came from plants. Today, 80% of our protein intake 

comes from animals. 
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Vegetarians have lower body mass indexes than non-vegetarians, as well as lower rates of death from 

coronary heart disease; vegetarians also have lower blood cholesterol levels, lower blood pressure, 

and are less prone to hypertension, type 2 diabetes or "fatty diabetes", and prostate and colon cancer. 

Moreover, statistics prove that the concentration of insecticides in meat is 12 times higher than in 

vegetables and cereals. Daily consumption of meat therefore results in the accumulation in the 

http://fr.ekopedia.org/Insecticide
http://fr.ekopedia.org/C%C3%A9r%C3%A9ale


body of a large quantity of insecticides whose long-term effects, which are too little known, are 

to be feared. 
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Too much red meat can be harmful to your health! This is the conclusion of one of the most important 

studies on the links between meat consumption and colon cancer. The biggest consumers increase the 

risk of tumours: 40% more risk for those who eat 200 g of meat a day, compared to those who eat 

once or twice a week. The products in question include red meats but also processed meats 

(charcuterie, sausages, blood pudding, pâté, corned beef, etc.). 

Study based on the results of the European Prospective Investigation on Cancer and Nutrition (EPIC) 

survey, Journal of the National Cancer Institute, Vol. 97, No. 12, 15 June 2005. 

 

"A true human civilization will exist not only when there are no more cannibals, but 

when all forms of meat consumption are considered cannibalism." 
 

Wilhelm Busch - 1832-1908: 
German poet and cartoonist (father of the Comic Strip). 
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A study carried out in 2004 showed that 90% of Swiss calves were treated with antibiotics. 

Vegi-Info 2004/2 (all. ed.). 
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Cows, pigs and chickens consume 70% of all antibiotics sold in the United States. 

Worldwatch Institute on December 11, 2005 
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A farmed salmon weighing about 4 kg will ingest nearly 400 g of antibiotics until it is 

slaughtered. At the same time, he is inoculated with medicines against diseases resulting from the 

small size of the reservoirs and the promiscuity of the farms. The danger of contaminating other fish 

is unavoidable. Because antibiotics and other medicines and chemicals are administered directly into 

farm water, they enter the ecosystem quickly. 

Wild salmon normally spawn several kilometres upstream from their usual habitat. The keeping of 

salmon on salmon farms is so far removed from their natural life that their flesh has lost its pink colour 

(as consumers were used to seeing it). To remedy this, the breeders saw fit to supplement them with 

artificial colourings. Worse still, diseases affecting farmed fish have also been transmitted to free-

ranging fish and have contributed to threatening the very existence of wild fish. 
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Polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs) are highly toxic chemicals that have been widely used in industry 

in the past. Although now banned in Europe and the United States, residues have tended to accumulate 

in the fatty tissues of fish. In the autumn of 1996, a study showed that prenatal exposure to PCBs, even 

in small amounts, can affect a child's intellectual development. Apart from fish, PCBs can be found 

in other foods with a high fat concentration such as cheese, butter, beef and pork. Women wishing to 

have a child were also advised to avoid all food containing PCBs as they can remain in the body for 

years. 

The meat is full 

- traces of antibiotics and hormones so that the animals grow faster and can survive 

the diseases they contract in these unsanitary conditions, 

- of toxins produced by the stress of living conditions and slaughter, 

- and pesticide residues that became concentrated from all the cereal they ate. 
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Hormones are often given to cattle to stimulate muscle development and accelerate growth for greater 

profitability - a practice that is not only harmful to human health, but also causes multiple suffering 

in animals. 

Routine use of antibiotics to prevent infections in animals that are stressed and crowded in too small 

spaces promotes bacterial resistance to antibiotics. In addition, the speed of operations in 

slaughterhouses promotes bacterial contamination of meat. 
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80% of food poisoning is due to contaminated meat (excrement, bacteria, etc.) because meat is 

nothing more than decomposing flesh. 

The majority of the remaining 20% comes from salmonella in eggs. 
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In 1999, the CDC estimated that 76 million Americans suffer from food poisoning every year and 

5,000 die from it. A year later, the CDC found that 86% of known food poisonings were due to 

animal products. Cooking meat kills bacteria but produces heterocyclic amines that cause cancer. 

 

"The life expectancy of a meat-eater is 63 years. I'm getting 

closer to 85 and I'm still working as hard as I used to. 

I've lived long enough and I'm trying to die, but I just can't do it. 

A single slice of beef would finish me off, but I can't convince myself to swallow one. I'm 

terrified of living forever. It's the only downside of a vegetarian diet." 

 
George Bernard Shaw - 1856-1950: Irish 

playwright, Nobel Prize for Literature 1925. 
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The link between the consumption of meat, eggs and dairy products and osteoporosis, asthma... has 

been established. Vegetarians and vegans live on average 6 to 10 years longer than the rest of the 

population. 

John Robbins, The Food Revolution, Conari Press : Boston, 2001, p. 14. 
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In a study of 57,000 participants, U.S. researchers found that eating 7 or more eggs per week increased 

the risk of developing type 2 diabetes by 58% in men and 77% in women. It has also been shown 

that regular egg ingestion by humans increases the risk of early mortality, particularly among 

diabetics. 

http://diabetescenter.blogspot.com/2008/11/daily-egg-consumption-increases-risk.html 38 
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Dr. Jean Seignalet, author of "L'Alimentation ou la 3ème médecine" (Food or the 3rd medicine) suggests 

"Eliminate all animal milk (cow, goat, sheep) and their derivatives: butter, cheese, cream, yoghurt, ice 

cream" According to him, milk is indeed responsible for autoimmune diseases (joint problems, 

multiple sclerosis), cancers and asthma or allergy problems. A thesis also defended by Henri 

Joyeux, professor of oncology and digestive surgery at the Faculty of Medicine of Montpellier, who 

prefaced Dr Seignalet's work and who himself published "Changez d'alimentation". 
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The acidifying foods mentioned above often form the basis of today's diet, to the detriment of fruits 

and vegetables with an alkalizing effect. With such a diet, the body is permanently saturated with 

http://diabetescenter.blogspot.com/2008/11/daily-egg-consumption-increases-risk.html


acids. In order to neutralize this surplus, the body uses mineral salts, rich in alkaline elements, stored 

by the body (such as calcium in the bones). Various studies have shown that the higher the animal 

protein intake, the more negative the calcium and phosphorus balance: the body eliminates more 

calcium than it absorbs from the diet. 

In this respect, it is interesting to note that osteoporosis is an unknown disease in countries where 

there is little or no consumption of milk: in India, Japan, Thailand and the Philippines, for 

example. 

http://www.vegetarismus.ch/heft/f2000-1/lait.htm 
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American women are the highest consumers of calcium in the world, and they also have the 

highest rate of osteoporosis. On average, an American obtains 807 mg of calcium per day 

through the absorption of dairy products, a Taiwanese only 13 mg. However, there are no cases 

of calcium deficiency-related hip fractures in Taiwan, while the USA is world champion in 

osteoporosis. http://www.veganimal.info/article.php3?id_article=52 
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A study carried out by researchers working for the American dairy industry, (National Dairy 

Council) was to give a group of menopausal women 8 glasses of 25cl. 

of skim milk per day for 2 years. While another group of menopausal women were not to take any 

glass of milk during the same period. The group "with milk" consumed 

1,400 mg of calcium per day and, at the end of the study, lost twice as much bone mass as the 

"no milk" group. The researchers concluded: "regular milk intake increased daily protein intake by 

30%, which may explain the bone deterioration". 
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Yale University researchers, after surveying 16 countries, found that the countries with the highest 

rates of osteoporosis - the USA, Sweden, Finland - were those whose inhabitants consumed the 

most meat, milk and other animal-based products. The study showed that black Americans, who 

consume on average more than 1,000 mg of calcium per day, are nine times more likely to have a hip 

fracture than black people living in South Africa, whose daily calcium intake is only 196 mg. 
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A study conducted by the University of California and published in The American Journal of Clinical 

Nutrition (2001) found that women, who obtained the majority of their protein from animal sources, 

had 3 times more bone loss and nearly 4 times more hip bills than those who obtained the majority 

of their protein from plant sources. 
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Researchers at the University of Sydney found that the consumption of dairy products, especially at 

an early age, increases the risk of hip fractures in old age. 

American Journal of Epidemiology, 1994. 
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According to Dr. T. Colin Campbell: "The association between animal protein consumption 

and increased fractures appears to be as strong as the association between smoking and lung 

cancer". 
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Among the many disadvantages of raw cow's milk that have long been known and recognized, its 

undeniable lack of digestibility is one of them. The adult human stomach does not contain the rennet 

that curdles the milk in the calf's stomach, so a large quantity of lactase must be produced for digestion. 

http://www.vegetarismus.ch/heft/f2000-1/lait.htm
http://www.veganimal.info/article.php3?id_article=52


As long as this is not the case, the digestion process remains blocked and fermentation and other 

putrefaction starts. http://biogassendi.ifrance.com/editobiofr11lait.htm 
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When the milk or milk product does not come from organic farming, it is highly toxic because all 

pesticides (*), insecticides, and antibiotics concentrate in the lipid cells made by the cow. As a 

result, non-organic whole milk and fatty cheeses contain infinitely higher proportions of pollutants 

than any chemically treated vegetable. 

http://biogassendi.ifrance.com/editobiofr11lait.htm 
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The presence of specifically bovine hormones, carrying information (rapid weight gain) unsuitable 

for slow human growth, is disruptive, in fact, the hormonal functions of the baby, controlled by his 

pituitary gland. And since this is information, the amount of milk consumed is of secondary 

importance; even very small amounts deliver the message. 

http://biogassendi.ifrance.com/editobiofr11lait.htm 
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The excessive calcium content of cow's milk makes it dangerous, because in addition to the 

indurations it causes, due to a lack of ossein, it almost totally inhibits the action of magnesium, 

thus weakening nerve and muscle cells. 

Finally, cow's milk is also too rich in phosphorus, and for this reason can be responsible for 

relative hyperparathyroidism. http://biogassendi.ifrance.com/editobiofr11lait.htm 
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Milk intolerance is the most common food allergy. Symptoms include asthma, eczema, skin rashes, 

chronic nasal and sinus genes, angina, ulcerative colitis, bowel irregularities, hyperactivity, 

depression, migraines and some forms of arthritis. Milk from cows can cause gastrointestinal bleeding 

in children, leading to anemia; there is also a proven link between milk consumption and cataracts in 

the elderly. Nearly 16 million French people suffer from a milk allergy (all causes combined), which 

represents 27% of the population. Milk allergy is estimated to affect up to 7% of children in European 

countries and 35% of babies worldwide. 
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A study by M. Tember and A. Tamm "Lactose Intake and Myocardial Infarction" (British Medical 

Journal, 09/01/88) concluded that people who drink 3 glasses of milk per day have 4 times the risk 

of myocardial infarction ("heart attack") than those who drink less, regardless of hypertension, 

excess weight, smoking and family history. Saturated fatty acids are well known to be harmful (heart 

disease, obesity, etc.); dairy products make up half of the saturated fat intake, the other half coming 

mainly from meat. 
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Iron in animal feed is more easily absorbed than in plants. This was previously considered one of the 

benefits of meat, but researchers have found that just like protein, good things should not be 

exaggerated. Too much iron can be a catalyst for the formation of free radicals (unstable molecules 

that attack other molecules, triggering a chain reaction and cell destruction). An overdose can lead to 

risks of cancer and cirrhosis of the liver, heart disease, arthritis, diabetes and infertility. A vegetarian 

is better able to keep iron levels stable. 
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Animal food is rich in sodium, which makes the blood retain water. It also causes plaque to build up 

in the arteries, slowing down the flow of blood. Add to this the high concentration of saturated fats in 

animal feed and you get the recipe for high blood pressure, which affects 50 million Americans and 

the two main killers in America, heart attack and heart attack. 

http://biogassendi.ifrance.com/editobiofr11lait.htm
http://biogassendi.ifrance.com/editobiofr11lait.htm
http://biogassendi.ifrance.com/editobiofr11lait.htm
http://biogassendi.ifrance.com/editobiofr11lait.htm
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Osteoporosis due to lack of calcium in the bones is mainly due to the sulphide in meat and the casein 

protein in milk, which causes calcium to be excreted in the urine. The countries with the highest 

consumption of meat and dairy products are those with the highest levels of bone fragility. 
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According to Dr. Alexandre Minkowski, a professor of neonatology in Paris, cow's milk exposes 

infants to marked metabolic disorders, in particular by too high concentrations of two amino acids 

in the blood: tyrosine and phenylalanine, which is a potential danger for the brain (risk of mental 

retardation). On the other hand, the growth curves of cow's milk-fed children are more ascending 

than those of breast-fed babies (too rapid growth). Let us recall the possible consequences of this 

accelerated skeletal growth: bone anomalies and formation of a pre-osteoporotic terrain. 
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More and more people are realizing the benefits of a vegetarian diet, and this is now spreading to 

government agencies: 

- The Dongsung Academy in South Korea, a private Christian boarding school with over 90 

students, promotes vegetarianism and offers vegetarian meals. The students also grow their own 

fruit and vegetables. 

- The Happy Valley Adventist Hospital in Hong Kong has removed meat from its menus and offers 

135 vegetarian dishes to ensure patients' health and faster recovery. 

- The Chongchen Military School in Kaohsiung, Taiwan, now offers vegetarian meals that are 

served once or twice a week. 
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Dr. John Kelly, Executive Director of the Lifestyle Health Center in Rocky Mount, Virginia, USA, is 

one of a growing number of health professionals advocating and practicing the "Healing Lifestyle", 

which consists of a vegan diet and regular exercise to stay healthy and reduce medical costs nationwide. 

 

"But is there anything more abominable than continually eating the meat of corpses?" 
 

Voltaire (1697 - 1778) French 
writer and philosopher 

 

 
 

 
 

"The French have already realized that dark skin is no reason to abandon a human being 

without recourse to the whims of a persecutor. Perhaps he will eventually realize that the 

number of legs, the hairiness of the skin or the end of the sacrum bone are equally insufficient 

reasons to abandon a creature sensitive to the same fate. 

The question is not "can they reason?" or "can they talk?" But "can they 

suffer?"Jérémy Bentham (1748 - 1832) 

All of this information is striking and is among the reasons why more and more people around 

the world are reducing and stopping their consumption of animal products altogether. Yet there 

is another reason why some people are vegetarians. 

The one of compassion. That of not being able to bear to see another being suffer. 

That of wanting to make one's life an expression of the noblest human values. 

That of extending these noblest human values to all living things. 

 

...that's what spiritual masters and prophets from all over the world have come to tell us. 

SPIRITUALITY 



Jurist, philosopher, social reformer, pioneer in the defence of freedom of expression, the 
end of slavery, equal rights for men and women and homosexuals, abolition of the death 
penalty and physical punishment, 

of the separation of church and state. 
-----  

 
"Just for the pleasure of a few poor bites of flesh, we deprive a soul of the sun and the 

light, and the life and the time that was its due, 

and which she was born into this world to enjoy." 
 

Plutarch - 50-125: Ancient Greek 
Biographer and Moralist. 

-----  

 

"In the old days, the belief that men of colour were really men and should be treated 

humanely was considered insane. Today, we consider 

It is an exaggeration to claim that one of the duties imposed by rational ethics is to respect 

what lives, even in its lower forms. But one day it will be surprising that it has taken 

humanity so long to admit that reckless depredations of the living are unethical. 

 

Albert Schweitzer 
Protestant theologian, musician, philosopher and doctor from Alsace, 
winner of the Goethe Prize in 1928 and the Nobel Peace Prize in 
1952. 

-----  

 

Ending the lives of living beings prematurely has a consequence. If it were natural, animals 

would not struggle when their throats are slit and they would not have this fear of death. 

This fear is the natural instinct that proves that it is against this law to end their lives 

prematurely. 
 

Anonymous 
-----  

 
What is life? 

It's the glow of a firefly in the night. It's the breath of a buffalo in winter. It's 

the little shadow that runs through the grass and gets lost at sunset. 
 

Anonymous 

"I've never heard an animal go to the slaughterhouse whistling." 

 
Howard Lyman 

4th generation of cattle farmer turned vegan and 
animal advocate. 

-----  

 

Animals have souls and people must love them and feel 

solidarity with our little brothers and sisters. 

Animals are the fruit of the creation of the Holy Spirit and therefore deserve respect. ...they 

are as close to God as men are. 
Pope John Paul II 

http://fr.wikipedia.org/wiki/Protestantisme
http://fr.wikipedia.org/wiki/Th%C3%A9ologie
http://fr.wikipedia.org/wiki/Musicien
http://fr.wikipedia.org/wiki/Philosophe
http://fr.wikipedia.org/wiki/M%C3%A9decin
http://fr.wikipedia.org/wiki/Goethe-Preis
http://fr.wikipedia.org/wiki/1928
http://fr.wikipedia.org/wiki/Prix_Nobel_de_la_paix
http://fr.wikipedia.org/wiki/1952


-----  

 

We too are called upon to adopt the same attitude. 
 

Pope John Paul II in Assisi, 
about St. Francis' love for animals. 
-----  

 

Animals are also God's creations, and even though they do not have the same direct 

relationship with God as humans do, they are creatures that He willed and that 

we must respect as companions in Creation. 
 

Pope Benedict XVI 
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In France, in 2002, meat consumption caused the death of : 728.1 million chickens, 41.4 million hens 

and roosters, millions of male chicks killed at birth, 98.6 million turkeys, 78.5 million ducks, 31 million 

guinea fowls, 800 thousand geese, 4,1 million pigeons, 48.9 million quail, 200 thousand other game, 

40.4 million rabbits, 25.85 million pigs, 2.04 million cows, 1.86 million calves, 561,000 heifers, 

907,000 calves, 324,000 steers, 

5.13 million lambs, 700,000 kids, 591,000 cull sheep, 850,000 goats, 37,000 equines, hundreds of millions 

of fish, and many others. 13.8 billion eggs and 22.7 billion litres of cow's milk were produced (FIVAL 

figures). 

In France alone, more than a billion animals serve as food for humans every year. 
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Showing compassion for all forms of life is a golden rule found in the teachings of the great religious 

traditions. Since vegetarianism is the natural extension of this compassion, it is only logical that it has 

always had an important place in religious practices. 

- In India where respect for all life and the idea of food purity are the basis of Hindu vegetarianism. 

Products of plant origin are considered sattvic (food of the wise that gives energy), while products 

of animal origin are tamasic (difficult to digest and which promote pessimism), 

- Originally, Buddhists were all strictly vegetarian. 

- The famous minority of Jains in India are strict vegetarians (vegans). 

- Although the Zoroastrian religion was abolished in Iran during the Islamic conquest, it now has 

more than 200,000 vegetarian followers. 

- At the beginning of Genesis, God teaches the food reserved for human beings: "I give you every 

seed-bearing plant on the face of the whole earth, and every tree that has seed on it, and every 

tree that has seed on it, and every tree that has seed on it, and every tree that has seed on it, and 

every tree that has seed on it, and every tree that has seed on it, and every tree that has seed on it, 

and every tree that has seed on it, and every tree that has seed on it, and every tree that has seed 

on it, and every tree that has seed on it, and every tree that has seed on it, and every tree that has 

seed on it, and every tree that has seed on it, and every tree that has seed on it, and every tree that 

has seed on it, and every tree that has seed on it, and every tree that has seed on it, and every tree 

that has seed on it, and every tree that has seed on it, and every tree that has seed on it, and every 

tree that has seed on it. 

fruit bearing seed: that will be your food. And to every beast of the earth, and to every bird of the air, 

and to every moving thing upon the earth, in which is a living soul, I gave every green herb for food: 

and it was so. "" (Genesis 1-29) 

Thus, for 10 generations, from Adam to Noah, the people of Israel were mainly vegetarian. Then 

came the time when man "fell into sin" and began to offer animals as a sacrifice. (Genesis 4:4). But 

God is never satisfied with these sacrifices. "I'm disgusted with the burnt offerings of rams and the 

fat of calves. The blood of bulls, sheep and goats disgusts me... 



When you reach out your hands, I'll avert my eyes. You may pray many times, but I do not listen, for 

your hands are full of blood." (Isaiah 1:11-15). 

- Although today's Muslims are mostly carnivorous, there are many teachings of Islam, especially in 

the Sufi tradition, that recommend vegetarianism. 

- Some priests in Egypt abstained from all meat. They also rejected the consumption of eggs, 

calling them "liquid flesh". 

- In the Shinto temples in Japan, animal sacrifices were forbidden and vegetarian food was 

recommended for the purification of the body. 
 

 
 

Christians are shocked when they are told that Jesus was a vegetarian. 

But on the other hand, I would be shocked if Jesus WAS NOT a vegetarian. 

I would be shocked if the Lord of Love could ingest a lamb's leg with its throat cut off. 

I'd be shocked if the Prince of Peace ate the body of a pig. 

I'll be shocked that the King of Compassion could end the life of a cow and put its carcass in 

her mouth. 
 

Anonymous Christian 
 

 
 

 CHRISTIANITY/JUDAISM 
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Better a dinner of herbs where love reigns, Than an ox fattened with hate. 

Proverbs - Bible 
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Like green grass I gave you all things. But the flesh with the life of it, which is the blood of it, you 

shall not eat. And surely the blood of your lives I will demand; at the hand of every beast I will 

demand it, and at the hand of every man; at the hand of every man's brother I will demand the life of 

the man. 

Genesis - Bible 

Before I begin with the biggest chapter, which is Christianity, I would like to mention that the Bible 

contains a large number of quotes that are contradictory. You will find many quotes showing God 

allowing the consumption of meat and many others forbidding it. 

The Bible is a collection of texts written by men at different times and which have been corrected, 

rewritten and censored, especially at the Council of Nicaea in the year 325. 

Whoever reads the Bible will retain the quotations that confirm his already established opinions and 

beliefs: A reader believing in a God whose love is capable of killing animals will retain the 

quotations allowing the consumption of meat and will be comforted in his carnivorous practice. 

But a reader who believes that the Love of God is a love without limits, which is present 

everywhere and touches everything in the Universe, will remember the quotations forbidding the 

carnivorous practice. 

Before I begin with the biggest chapter, which is Christianity, I would like to mention that the Bible 

contains a large number of quotes that are contradictory. You will find many quotes showing God 

allowing the consumption of meat and many others forbidding it. 

The Bible is a collection of texts written by men at different times and which have been corrected, 

rewritten and censored, especially at the Council of Nicaea in the year 325. 

Whoever reads the Bible will retain the quotations that confirm his already established opinions and 

beliefs: A reader believing in a God whose love is capable of killing animals will retain the 

quotations allowing the consumption of meat and will be comforted in his carnivorous practice. 

But a reader who believes that the Love of God is a love without limits, which is present 

everywhere and touches everything in the Universe, will remember the quotations forbidding the 

carnivorous practice. 
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It is better not to eat meat or drink wine or do anything else that will cause Man to stumble... 

Romans - New Testament - Bible 
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St. John Chrysostom (345-407) considered the eating of meat as a cruel and unnatural custom for 

Christians: "We imitate the ways of wolves and leopards, or rather we do worse than them. Nature 

made them to be fed this way, but God has given us the word and the sense of fairness, and we have 

become worse than wild beasts. » 

He also said: "We Christian leaders practice abstinence from animal flesh. » 
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St. Benedict, who founded the monastic order of the Benedictines in 529, prescribed vegetarian 

food as a staple for his monks. 
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From its foundation in the 17th century, the Order of La Trappe strictly opposed the consumption of 

meat, eggs and other foods of animal origin. This rule was abolished by the Vatican Council of 1965, 

but most Trappists still adhere to the original teaching on vegetarianism. 
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And the Lord God commanded the man with these words: every tree in this garden you may eat 

freely. 

Genesis - Bible 
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It will be a perpetual status for your Generations, in all your homes: you will eat neither fat nor blood. 

Leviticus - King James Bible 
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The meat for the belly, and the belly for the meat: but God will destroy both of them. 

1st Corinthians - Bible 
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Speak to the children of Israel, saying: You will not eat any fat from beef, mutton, or goat. 

Leviticus - King James Bible 
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It is good not to eat flesh, not to drink wine, and to abstain from what may be for your brother an 

occasion of fall, scandal or weakness. 

Romans - Bible 
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And whosoever of the house of Israel, or of the strangers that sojourn among you, eats of any blood, 

I will turn away my face from that soul that eats blood, and will take it away from among his people. 

Leviticus - King James Bible 
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You will not eat anything containing blood. You will not use enchantments or make predictions. 

Leviticus - King James Bible 
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John Wesley (1703-1791), the founder of Methodism: "I thank God, for since I have left the meat 

and the wine, I am free from all physical sickness" http://krishna.bleublog.lematin.ch/ 
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Clement of Alexandria (160-240), one of the fathers of the Church, recommends this diet: "It is 

better to be happy," he says, "than to make our bodies like tombs for animals.... The apostle 

Matthew ate cereals, nuts and vegetables and abstained from all flesh. 
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St. Jerome, a famous chef in the early days of the Christian Church wrote: "The preparation of 

vegetables, fruits and legumes is easy and does not require expensive cooks. "He felt that such a 

regime was best suited to a life devoted to the pursuit of wisdom. 
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Do not be among wine drinkers, or among those who overindulge in meat. 

Proverbs - Bible 
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He who kills an ox is like he kills a man. 

Isaiah - King James Bible, 
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The abstention from meat is inscribed in the Rule of Saint Benedict of the 6th century. 
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Rule of Saint Francis (early 13th century) 

Saint Francis of Assisi is considered a great figure of vegetarianism; his love for all creation is 

legendary; he called the animals his "brothers" and "sisters"; he knew how to preach to the birds and 

convert the wolves. 
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St Bruno and the Carthusian monks 

The founder of the Carthusian monks, Saint Bruno (1035-1101), did not write down any rules, but his 

example of life was soon put in writing and formed the basis of the "Statutes", which are still in force 

after a few amendments. The Carthusian monks lead a life of ascetic solitude dedicated to 

contemplation. As far as food is concerned, the rules are pretty strict: Never, even in case of illness, 

the Carthusian monk never eats meat (...) During Advent and Lent, milk, cheese and butter are 

forbidden. As for abstinence from meat, it has always been strictly observed, to the point that 

contravening it has meant exclusion from the Order for centuries. 

La Grande Chartreuse par un Chartreux, ed. de la Grande Chartreuse, 1991, p. 96... 
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Therefore I said unto the children of Israel, None of your souls shall eat blood, nor shall the stranger 

that sojourns among you eat blood. 

Leviticus - King James Bible 
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Bishop Lhote 

In the conference "Vegetarianism and Christianity" of Monsignor Lhote, a vegetarian bishop 

declared in 1972 : 

"(...) we conclude that the animal has a soul and that this soul has a value in itself that is comparable 

to that of the human soul, and that we must not kill or cause to be killed to satisfy our tastes of gluttony, 

http://krishna.bleublog.lematin.ch/


since we can do without the animal life to sustain our own life (...) That our compassion is not limited 

to men, for compassion is the door that opens the way to the path of perfection (...)" (...). 

Document of the E.C.L., conference of April 12, 1972. 
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The Bible says that God protects animals. 

(Psalms 36:6; Ephesians 1:10; Colossians 1:20). 
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God feeds the birds of the air (Matt. 6:26) and do not forget the sparrows. 

(Luke 12:6). 
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The Hebrew writings forbade inhuman slaughter and cruelty to beasts of burden. 

(Exodus 23:5; Deut. 22:6-7, 25:4). 
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Monsignor Maurice Chardine: 

"Vegetarianism is recommended in our country, for all members of the clergy and the faithful; it is 

taught in the homilies (...) Children are very happy to hear us say that meat is a useless poison for 

our body; parents are worried, doubt our arguments, but often make conclusive tests (...). » 
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Several prophecies, including Isaiah 11:6-9, foresee a return to the vegetarian world, a world where 

the wolf, the lamb, the lion, the cow, the bear, the snake and the little children coexist peacefully. 
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The Lord is good to all, his love extends to all that he has created. 

Psalms 145:9 
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The Bible describes God's concern for animals over and over again 

(Matthew 10:29, 12:11-12, 18:12-14) 

and condemns the cruelty 

(Deuteronomy 22:10, 25:4). 
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For it is impossible for the blood of bulls and goats to take away sins. That is why Christ, entering 

into the world, said: "You wanted neither sacrifice nor offering, but you formed a body for me: you 

accepted neither burnt offerings nor sacrifices for sin. » 

(Hebrews 10:4-7) 
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I say that what is sacrificed is sacrificed to demons, not to God; and I do not want you to have 

fellowship with demons. 

(1 Corinthians 10:20) 
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And while every priest does the service daily and often offers the same sacrifices, which can never 

take away sins, he, having offered one sacrifice for sins, has sat down for ever at the right hand of 

God . 

(Hebrews 10:11-13) 
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God spoke again to Noah and to his sons with him, saying, "Behold, I establish my covenant with you 

and with your seed after you, and with every living creature that is with you, both birds and cattle 

and every beast of the earth, and with every one that comes out of the ark, and with every beast of the 

earth. " 

(Genesis 9:8-11) 
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Give ear to the law of our God, people of Gomorrah! What have 

I to do with the multitude of your sacrifices? says the Lord, 

I'm full of rams' burnt offerings and calves' fat; 

I take no pleasure in the blood of bulls, sheep and goats. 

(Isaiah 1:11) 
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We also know from Genesis that animals were not used as food in the garden of Eden, neither Adam 

and Eve nor other animals: everyone was vegan before the fall (Genesis 1:29). That is, the world 

wanted by God, the just world, the Edenic world, before humans intervened and corrupted the Garden 

of Eden, was a world without predation. It was the Fall that, among other misfortunes, led to 

widespread predation. 

Just because the churches have never taken a stand for vegetarianism 

that we must wait passively for them to do so; human slavery was explicitly permitted by the Old 

Testament, and if we had had to wait for religious authorities to wish to abolish it, we would still be 

here!!! Let us also remember that it was not until the 15th century that the Church recognized that 

women also had a soul. Waiting patiently for others to decide for us, when He has given us free will, 

is certainly not what God wants! http://www.st-antigone.com/argumentaire-vegetarien.php 
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Your hands are full of blood. Wash and cleanse yourselves, and put away the wickedness of your 

doings from before my eyes: cease from doing evil. Learn to do good, seek justice... (Isaiah 1:15-17) 
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The Association of Vegetarian Christians : 

"Many of the early Christians were vegetarians, including the Desert Fathers. Since then, the Trappist, 

Benedictine and Carthusian orders have encouraged vegetarianism, as have the Seventh-Day 

Adventists. During the 19th century, members of the Bible Christian sect founded the first vegetarian 

group in England and the United States. 

Basil the Great, John Chrysostom, Tertullian, Origen, Clement of Alexandria, John Wesley 

(founder of Methodism), Ellen G. White (one of the founders of the Seventh-day Adventist 

movement), the co-founders of the Salvation Army Mr. William and Mrs. Catherine Booth, 
 

Leo Tolstoy, and the Reverend Dr. Albert Schweitzer, Nobel Peace Prize winner, were all Christians 

who became vegetarians, as was the musician Moby. 

To the question, "Since animals eat each other, what is wrong with people eating animals? Christians 

are not called to live by the laws of the jungle (the law of the strongest), but to follow in the footsteps 

of Christ, that is, to be compassionate, merciful and respectful of God's creation. In this fallen world, 

animals suffer, die and kill each other. God calls on our help to reconcile the world. If you choose to 

adopt a vegetarian diet, you will contribute to the well-being of people, animals and the environment 

while reducing misery in the world. As Christians we are called to be faithful, which means that we 

must live according to our core values as infused by the Holy Spirit. » 

 

http://www.st-antigone.com/argumentaire-vegetarien.php


"Jesus is the embodiment of Compassion and Love for all creation, his Love is 

universal and for all things. If it is limited only to humans, then there must be a 

greater love that extends to all things, right? 

A Love greater than Jesus'? 

And then... how can we associate the word KILL with Jesus ! » 
 

Anonymous Christian 
 

 CHRISTIANISM (apocryphal gospels) 
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Professor Nestlé, in his book Introduction to the Textual Criticism of the Greek Testament, tells us 

that certain scholars called "corretores" were appointed by the ecclesiastical authorities in order to 

"correct", that is, to alter the texts of the Scriptures in the interest of what was considered "orthodox" 

at the time. One of these "corrections" took place at the Council of Nicaea (325 A.D.). At this council, 

several contemporary scholars claim, the priests completely modified, by omission or extrapolation, 

the original Christian documents. The purpose of these modifications was to make these Scriptures 

acceptable to Emperor Constantine. He was far from being a vegetarian, for it is said that, among other 

things, he poured liquid lead down the throats of the vegetarian Christians he captured. 
 

 
 

GOSPEL OF THE TWELVE APOSTLES 

In 70 A.D., St. John gathered with the other apostles and later wrote the life of Christ while 

imprisoned in Rome. He entrusted these writings to a trusted disciple. 

To keep these writings safe, they were taken to Tibet by this same disciple and left in the care of a 

lama. 

In 325 AD, the Emperor Constantine, in agreement with the new Church, began to confiscate and 

destroy all written texts about Jesus except their own. 

In 1870, a monk named Placidus visited a Tibetan monastery and obtained permission to show these 

writings to religious authorities. They rejected them because the texts they had canonized did not 

contain Jesus' teachings on kindness and care for animals, on abstaining from eating flesh, and on 

the elimination of sacrifices. The manuscript was therefore hidden in the Vatican Archives where it 

The oldest known documents of the New Testament date back to the 4th century, i.e. after the 

Council of Nicaea. 

The Council of Nicaea was the first of its kind and was organised by the Emperor Constantine, who 

decided to define the dogmas and truths of the Church in 325. 

The Council of Nicaea eliminated a large number of texts that were considered not to be in 

conformity with the dogmas of the Church... such as the status of women with, for example, the 

Emperor Justinian who closed Plato's Academy, the last refuge, according to him, of paganism. 

The texts that were present at this Council were studied and sorted out. All texts that did not 

correspond to the views of Emperor Constantine were destroyed or set aside. 

Some were modified, altered or rewritten to correspond to Constantine's Church. 

All those who disagreed with Constantine were called "heretics" and were hunted, tortured, 

burned. 

The benefactor goddesses were immolated and the feminine energy became a matter for witches. 

It wasn't until the 15th century that the Catholic Church granted women a soul. 

Animals are always deprived of it. 

This emperor is historically known to have tortured and annihilated vegetarians who 

contradicted him. 

At this Council, only 4 gospels were thus established and considered to be the word of God. 

However, there are a great number of other texts and gospels called "apocrypha", that is to say, 

they do not correspond to the canons of the "New Church" of Constantine.... Here are some of 

them... 



is still kept today. It's one of the oldest fragments. It must have been translated from Aramaic and 

was also called "Gospel of the Hebrews", "Gospel of the Nazarenes", or "Gospel of the 12 Apostles". 

The Reverend Gideon Jasper Richard Ouseley translated it from Aramaic and it is accessible today. In 

contrast to the four gospels of the Bible, we can see countless passages making vegetarianism one of 

the central teachings of Jesus. Yet they were not included in the Bible. 39 
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"And Jesus said unto them, Verily I say unto you, That whosoever shall gain by deceiving one of the 

creatures of God, he cannot be righteous: neither can he touch the holy things, or teach the mysteries 

of the kingdom, whose hands are defiled with blood, or whose mouths are defiled with flesh. » 

Jesus - The Gospel of the Twelve Apostles 
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"I have come to put an end to sacrifices and bloodshed, and if you do not stop offering and eating 

flesh and blood, the wrath of God will not cease in you. » 

Jesus - Gospel of the Twelve Apostles 
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"God in the beginning gave man the fruits of the earth for food. He made it no lower than a monkey, 

ox, horse or sheep, so that he had to kill and eat the flesh and blood of his friendly creatures. You 

believe that Moses did indeed ask that such creatures be killed and offered as a sacrifice and eaten in 

the Temple, but behold a greater than Moses and he comes to drive out the bloody sacrifices of the 

law and restore to you the pure oblation and bloodless sacrifice as in the beginning. Of the food that 

you offer to God and which is pure you may eat, but of the food that you do not offer in purity, you 

shall not eat, for the hour is coming when your sacrifices and blood banquets will cease and you will 

worship God with holy worship and pure oblation. » 

Reading - The Gospel of the Twelve Apostles 
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"God gives seed and fruit of the earth for food: And for the righteous man there is no other lawful 

food for the body. » 

Jesus - The Gospel of the Twelve Apostles 
 

VEG 2 3 7 

"Behold the fields yielding their harvest, the trees laden with fruit and the herbs... Woe to the 

strong who use their strength improperly. Woe to the hunters, for they will be hunted. » 

Reading - The Gospel of the Twelve Saints 
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"And eating of their flesh and drinking of their blood to their own destruction, corrupting their 

bodies and shortening their very days as the Gentiles who did not know the Truth, or knowing it, 

turned it into a lie " 

Reading - The Gospel of the Twelve Apostles 
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"Not by shedding innocent blood, then, but by living a righteous life, will you find peace from God. 

» 

Jesus - Gospel of the Twelve Apostles 

 

"God's love is supposed to be the greatest love that exists. How could it be limited to humans 

only? The God I know has a greater love. 

It is Love for all creation, including plants and animals. » 



 

Anonymous 
 

DEAD SEA SCROLLS 
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Manuscripts dating from the very beginning of the Christian era (before the Council of Nicaea) were 

discovered in 1947. The authenticity of these texts would make them the most complete and oldest 

of the Christian Scriptures known today. In these pages, Jesus is described as a strict vegetarian. 

There are also many references to vegetarianism. Notably this dialogue between a Sadducean and 

Jesus: 

 

"Tell me, why do you say we shouldn't eat animal flesh? Was not the cattle given to man as fruit and 

herbs? "Jesus answered him, opening a melon. "Look at this fruit of the earth, look with your own 

eyes at this good fruit of the soil and look at the seeds in it. Each melon can produce more than 100 

other melons. If you plant this seed, you feed on the true God, for no blood has been shed. No scream 

was heard through your ears and no blood was seen through your eyes. Man's real food comes from 

Mother Earth. But look what Satan gives: anguish and death, the blood of the living taken by the 

sword. Don't you know that he who lives by the sword will perish by the sword? Go, plant the good 

fruit of life and don't make the animals suffer anymore. » 
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Don't let a man make himself abominable with any living creature or crawling thing by eating 

them. 

The Zadokite Document 

 

Since the archaeological discovery of these manuscripts, the word "Essenes" has been talked about 

all over the world. 

A religious group founded in the 2nd century B.C. the Essenes lived near the Jordan River. 

After studying the dead mother's manuscripts found near the Jordan River, it was discovered that 

they were written by this religious group. 

Many people were surprised that 2000 years ago a brotherhood of men and women living in 

community carried with them all the seeds of Christianity. Almost all the founders of what would 

later be called Christianity were Essenes. St. Anne, Joseph and Mary, John the Baptist, Jesus, John 

the Evangelist etc... 

The similarities between Essenism and early Judeo-Christianity are so striking that they 

fascinate all those interested in the origins of the Christian Church. 

- John baptizing Jesus in the Jordan River performs the Essene rite of purification. 

- The Essenes were very pious and practiced the fraternal meal in common. The Last 

Supper of the canonical gospels is of the Essene type where a priest blessed the bread and 

wine. 

- The Essenes awaited the coming of a "Messiah", the "Redemption" and the coming of the 

"Kingdom", 

- They referred to themselves as "sons of light" and believed in the "Holy Spirit" in terms similar to 

those of modern Christianity. 

- Jesus practiced the Passover several days ahead of the Jews (John 13:1-5): In fact he followed the 

solar calendar of the Essenes and not the lunar calendar of the Jews. 

- The Essenes therefore the name means "healers" was well known and sought after for their gifts 

of healing through the laying on of hands. 

- John the Baptist who was an Essene baptized Jesus in the Jordan River only 7 km from the site of 

the Essene community of Qumran (where the manuscripts were found). 

- The teachings resembled astonishingly those of Jesus etc... 

 

Here are a few passages from the scriptures of this vegetarian spiritual group 2000 years ago. 
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You have created plants for the service of man and all things that arise from the earth and that he may 

eat of them in abundance. 

Hymns of the Initiates 
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In the "Scroll of Safed", it is said that Yeshai (Jesus) was raised and educated by Essene monks, and that 

he was a pupil of the Essene Joshua ben Parakhai (Joseph). 
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Frederick the Great affirmed that "Jesus was in reality an Essene; he was penetrated by the ethics of the 

Essenes". 
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Ernest Renan, author of the famous "Life of Jesus" in the 19th century, proclaimed that Christianity 

was simply a version of the Essenism that had survived. 
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Blavastky agreed that "the Gnostics, or early Christians, were, under another name, merely the 

continuators of the ancient Essenes." 

 
VEG 2 4 7 

Ledge, in 1915, refers to the Essenes as "pre-Christian Gnostics", and cites the then very common 

argument that "St. John the Baptist was an Essene and that Jesus himself belonged to the group". 

THE ESSENIAN GOSPEL OF PEACE 
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For verily I say unto you, He that killeth, killeth himself, and he that eateth the flesh of slain beasts, 

eateth the body of the dead. For in his blood every drop of their blood becomes poison; in his breath 

their breath stinks; in his flesh their flesh boils; in his bones their bones become chalk; in his bowels 

their bowels decay; [indicating the evil effects of meat on bones and bowels] in his eyes their eyes in 

his ears their ears and their death will become his death. 

The Essene Gospel of Peace 
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Do not kill or eat the flesh of your innocent prey, lest you become slaves of Satan. For this is 

the way of suffering, and it leads to death. But do the will of God, that His angels may serve you 

on the way of life. 

St. Paul - The Essene Gospel of Peace 
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And Jesus continued: "God commanded your ancestors, 'You shall not kill'. But their hearts hardened 

and they killed. Then Moses wanted them at least not to kill other men, so he resigned himself to 

asking them to kill beasts instead. And then the hearts of your ancestors hardened even more and 

they killed both man and beast. But I say to you, Kill neither man nor beast, nor the food that goes 

into your mouth. Indeed, if you eat living food, the same life will inhabit you, but if you kill your 

food, that dead food will also kill you. For life comes only from life, and from death always comes 

death. Because whatever kills your food also kills your body. And whatever kills your body also kills 

Another apocryphal gospel from the Essenes was found in the Vatican Secret Archives. It was in 

1928 that Edmond Bordeaux Szekely published for the first time his translation of this ancient 

manuscript called "The Gospel of Peace of the Essenes. » 



your soul. And your body becomes what your food is, as well as your Mind and your thoughts. 

Therefore, do not eat anything that fire, frost, or water has destroyed. Because the burnt, frozen and 

decomposing food will burn, will also freeze your body. 

Don't be like the ploughman who sows frozen, cooked or decaying seeds. When autumn arrives its 

seeds do not yield any harvest. Immense is his misfortune. But be rather like the ploughman who 

sows living seeds in his field, and whose field produces ears of wheat in multitude which pay back a 

hundredfold the seeds he has planted. 

For verily I say to you, live only by the fire of life, and do not prepare your food with the fire of 

death, which kills your food, your bodies, and your souls. " 

 

As a Christian, I just wondered if Jesus could have: "grabbed a cow by the horns, slapped it 

violently to the ground, held it down on the ground as it desperately tries to save its life. 

I wondered if Jesus could have: "taken out a knife, slit this cow's throat, let it choke on its 

blood, then cut a muscle out of it and put it in his mouth. » 

I wondered if the son of God could have done this or let 

someone else do this. 

 

Vegetarian Christian 
 

 HINDOUISM 
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"He who desires to attain the Supreme Peace should in no way eat the flesh of any animal in the world. 

" 

Mahabharata Anusasanika Parva 
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"You must not use your God-given body to kill God's creatures, whether human, animal or 

otherwise. " 

Yajur Veda 
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"Flesh can't be obtained without killing creatures, and you can't get to Heaven if creatures are killed. 

Thus, the flesh should be abandoned." 

Manusmriti 
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"Those who desire to possess exquisite beauty, long life, perfect health, good memory and great 

physical, moral and spiritual strength must abstain completely from all animal flesh.... Who can be 

more cruel and selfish than one who wants to feed his flesh to innocent animals?" 

"Having carefully considered the revolting origin of meat and the cruelty of captivity and the killing 

of living beings, let us abstain entirely from all consumption of flesh." Mahabharata 
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The Vedic scriptures of India, which are the oldest known texts on this planet, insist on the 

necessity of vegetarianism. These books contain numerous references condemning the 

consumption of animal flesh and encouraging compassion for animals. 

Despite the Western influence, there are still more than 600 million religiously vegetarian 

Hindus today. 



"The sins produced by Himsa (violence) shorten the life of the perpetrator of Himsa (violence). 

Therefore, those who care about their well-being should refrain from eating meat. "Mahabharata 

Anusasanika Parva 
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"Whoever allows an animal to be slaughtered, whoever cuts it up, whoever kills it, whoever buys or 

sells meat, whoever cooks it, whoever serves it, and whoever eats it, must all be considered the killers 

of the animal. There is no greater sin than this man who seeks to increase the mass of his own flesh 

by the flesh of other beings." 

Manu-samhita 

 
VEG 2 57 

"Those who for their own personal pleasure take the lives of harmless creatures do not attain 

happiness in this life, or in life after. In view of the method by which flesh is acquired, and 

considering the suffering of creatures that are tied with rope and killed, man should stop eating all 

kinds of meat." 

Manusmriti 
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"What is the right way? It's the path that reflects how he can avoid killing any creature. » 

Tirukural 
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"What is virtuous conduct? It is never to destroy life because killing leads to all other sins. » 

Tirukural 

 

"To abstain from meat is a great help for the upliftment of the soul. 

 
Mahatma Gandhi (1869-1948): 
Indian spiritual and political leader 

 

 BUDDHISM 
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"...Please don't hurt the animals. The act of "killing" will diminish your merit. Although they are 

small, they are given the same opportunity to evolve. See here, animals know how to live in harmony. 

Their sensitive nature knows the family bond. Who has the heart to excuse the survival of the fittest? 

What's the point of satisfying your palate if your heart lacks compassion? 

True teachings of the Three Vehicles 
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"If you eat meat and want to practice spiritually, your spirit is contaminated with low-level energy and 

becomes heavy, so it cannot rise above the Middle Kingdom. "The True Teaching of the Great Vehicle 
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"Let the disciple abstain from all meat so as not to frighten other living entities... The sensible man 

does not eat meat... It may be that in the future some fools may claim that I have approved the 

consumption of meat, but... I have not allowed, I do not allow and I will never allow anyone to eat 

animal flesh... at any time and in any place, it is unconditionally forbidden for anyone." 

Word of Buddha 

Dhammapada 
 

 ISLAM 



 

In Mecca, the birthplace of the Prophet Muhammad (founder of Islam), no creature can be killed, not 

even a mosquito. When the pilgrim approaches this holy place he takes great care not to squash any 

insects. 

The prophet is said to have eaten only vegetables and only 4 times meat during his life. 
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"Forbidden to you are (for food): dead meat, blood, swine flesh, and that on which a name other than 

that of Allah was invoked, which was killed by being smothered, or by being stunned, or dead from a 

fall, or dead from the blow of a horn. » 

The Feast (Al-Ma'edah) - Holy Quran 
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Allah will be merciful to no one except those who are merciful to other creatures. Where there is an 

abundance of vegetables, a multitude of angels will come down to this place. 

Prophet Muhammad - Hadith 
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At that time, the rasul (prophet) of Allah said to his cousin, "Ali, o, ali, you should not eat meat. If 

you eat the meat for forty days, these qualities will be in you. These actions will come to you. Their 

blood will come into you. Their qualities and actions will come into you. Because of this, your human 

qualities will change, your qualities of compassion will change, the essence of your body will change. 

O Ali, you should not eat meat or flesh. You need to cut that down. Don't eat that. » 

Muhammad Raheem Bawa Muhaiyaddeen - Sufi Islamic saint 
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"Those who are good to God's creatures are good to themselves." 

Hadith of the Prophet Muhammad 
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"The Holy Prophet Muhammad was asked whether kindness to animals was rewarded in the 

afterlife. And he said, Yes, there is a meritorious reward for kindness to all living creatures. » 

Bukhari 
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"All living creatures on Earth are sentient beings. There is no animal on earth or bird in the sky that 

is not from your community." 

Quran 6: 38 
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"The Prophet forbade the beating or branding of animals. Once, he saw a donkey being branded with iron 

on its face and said: "May Allah condemn him who did this". 

Muslims 
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"The prophet said, 'It is a great sin for man to imprison the animals under his dominion.'" 

Muslims 
 

 JAINISM 
 

Founded in India by Mahavira (599-527 B.C.), Jainism is mainly based on ahimsa: non-violence. Jains 

are always very faithful to the sacred teachings, 

and the 4 million members of that religion are all strict vegetarians. 
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"A true monk should not accept such food and drink if it has been specially prepared for him 

involving the slaughter of living beings. He should not share a dish that contains even the smallest 

bit of forbidden food: This is the Law of the one who is rich in control. Whatever he suspects, he 

shouldn't eat. A man who guards his soul and restrains his senses should never acquiesce to anyone 

who kills living beings. » 

Sutrakritanga 
 

 SIKHISM 

 
According to the Sikh scholar Swaran Sing Sanehi, Guru Nanak, the founder of Sikhism, considered meat 

consumption to be unsuitable, "especially for those trying to meditate. 
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"If you say that God dwells in all things, why do you kill a chicken? " 

Guru Granth Sahib, [the holy book of the Sikh religion] 
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"It's foolish to kill animals cruelly and call it sanctified food." 

Guru Granth Sahib, 
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"You kill life and call it an act of religion. So what's irreligion?" 

Guru Granth Sahib, 
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"If blood touches a garment it becomes unfit for use, if the blood (or meat) is consumed by a 

human being how can his heart be pure?" 

Guru Granth Sahib, 
 

 FAITH BAHAI 
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"What will the food of the future be?" "Fruit and cereal. The time will come when the meat will no 

longer be eaten. Medical science is only in its infancy, however, it has shown that our natural diet 

is what comes from the earth. People will gradually develop until they reach the condition of this 

natural diet." 

Abdu'l-Baha - The Days in the Light of 'Akka 
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Question: What will be the food of the united people? 

Answer: As humanity progresses, meat will be used less and less, because human teeth are not 

carnivorous ... Human teeth, the molars, are formed to grind grain. The front teeth, the incisors, are 

for fruit, etc. 

It is, therefore, quite apparent from the eating instruments that man's food is intended to be grain and 

not meat. When humanity is more fully developed, meat consumption will gradually cease. 

Abdu'l-Bah á - The Promulgation of Peace, USA Bah á' í Publishing Trust 
 

 TAOISM 
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"The first men to inhabit the earth possessed no weapons and lived according to the laws of nature, feeding 

on grains, vegetables and fruits, in peace with the rest of the animal kingdom. 

When later, in order to feed and clothe himself, man began to kill beasts, the beasts gradually became 

fierce, knowing by instinct that man had become a killer and was no longer a friend of nature." 

The Tao of long life, Chee Soo. 
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"The first men to inhabit the earth possessed no weapons and lived according to the laws of nature, feeding 

on grains, vegetables and fruits, in peace with the rest of the animal kingdom. 

When later, in order to feed and clothe himself, man began to kill beasts, the beasts gradually became 

fierce, knowing by instinct that man had become a killer and was no longer a friend of nature." 

The Tao of long life, Chee Soo. 

VEG 2 79  

" Man's flesh is exactly the same as the red flesh of animals; by eating animal flesh, man has become a 

cannibal. The Tao of Long Life, Chee Soo 

Conclusion 

ere you go... 

All this information shows the immense benefits of a return to natural vegetarian food for the planet and 

its inhabitants, be they plants, animals or humans. 

 

By simply exchanging 

- his piece of meat for a piece of wheat steak, 

- his glass of milk for a glass of soy milk or almond milk, 

- his cheese against a vegan cheese you can 

- Ending global hunger and saving 923 million lives. 

- Saving the rainforests 

- Stopping global warming (rising sea levels - causing millions of climate refugees, natural disasters 

- causing thousands of deaths) 

- Solve water shortage problems. 

- Stop soil and groundwater pollution. 

- Ending the annual genocides of billions of people who wish to end the lives they have been given. 

- Improve the health of millions of people and eliminate many diseases. 

- Save billions of euros in health and social security costs. 

- Avoid dozens of conflicts and wars around the world due to the lust for scarce agricultural 

land. 

- To be the true Christian, Muslim, Buddhist... by following the first commandments of all religions 

"thou shalt not kill" and "thou shalt love thy neighbour as thyself" by extending this love to all 

creation. 

 

Nothing we can do in our lives has more impact on the planet and its inhabitants than this return 

to vegetarianism. 

 

As far as I'm concerned, I chose. And at the end of my time on this earth, 

I want to be able to tell myself that the choices I made in this life were the best for others, I want to 

be able to tell myself that I helped save the planet and save lives, 

I want to be able to say to myself that I had the opportunity to have a positive influence on the planet and 

its inhabitants and that I didn't miss it. 

 

It's the most important thing to me. 

 



Changing a light bulb, turning off the tap, buying a hybrid car, sending food to Africa is great and 

necessary, but it won't solve the main problem. 

 
"The main cause of the evils of our time is the consumption 

of animal products. » 

 

"Have the courage to be wise! Stop killing animals! 

He who puts off the moment of a righteous life is like the peasant 

who waits for the river to dry up before crossing it." 
 

Horace (65-08 Av. JC) 
One of the greatest Latin poets. 

 

- Many thanks to all the people who work to provide all this information. - 

Annexes 
 

                                                              FAMOUS VEGETARIANS 

 

 

-Murray Rose: Australian vegetarian swimmer by birth, 5 times Olympic swimming medallist in 1956 

and 1960 and 15 times world record holder, 

- Ruth Heidrich: Vegan American athlete, over 900 medals in marathons and triathlons, first place at 

the New Zealand Ironman in 1996. 

- Surya Bonaly: French Figure Skating Champion 

- Brendan Brazier: Vegan Canadian triathlete, winner of several half-marathons and ironman 

competitions. 

- Danielle Sanderson: British vegan marathon runner, English 100 km champion in 2001 and 

current world record holder in 50 km. 

- Dave Arnold: British vegan triathlete, represented England at the Duathlon World 

Championships in 1997 and 1998. 

- Pat Reeves: British vegan weightlifter, 10 year champion of the GB Masters, 

- Andreas Cahling: Swedish bodybuilding champion for more than 20 years. 

- Nick Riggle: international skater. 

- James Southwood: British vegetarian, European vice-champion in savate (French boxing). 

- Scott Jurek: Ultramarathoner vegan, American, 7 times winner of the Western States 

Endurance Race (160 km). 

- Anand Viswanathan : International Chess Grandmaster, 2007 World Chess Champion, winner of 

the 2002 World Cup organized by the FIDE and 2003 World Champion of fast games in Cap 

d'Agde. 

 

Other famous vegetarians : 

Einstein, Edison, Darwin, Newton, Aristotle, Mark Twain, Gandhi, Confucius, Brian Green 

(theoretical physicist and string theorist), Plato, Lincoln, Buddha, St. Francis of Assisi, Kim Bassinger, 

Paul Mac Cartney, Leonardo da Vinci, Shania Twain, Tolstoy, Mohammed Ali, Alicia Silverstone, 

Tobey Maguire (Spiderman), Christie Turlington (model), Joaquin Phoenix (actor), Pamela Anderson, 

Dustin Hoffman, Natalie Portman, Wagner, Guru Nanak Dev (founder of Sikhism), Jesus Christ, Dr 

Janez Drnovsek (former President of Slovenia), George Washington, The Beatles, Doris Day, Dr Jane 

Goodall, Clint Eastwood, Emerson, Patricia Arquette, Alek Baldwin, Richard Gere, De Lamartine, 

Kafka, Monod, H.G. Wells, Bernard Werber, Jennie Garth, Julie Snyder, Lindsay Wagner, Andrew 

Bartlett (Australian Senator), Nick Brown (UK Minister for Agriculture), Chelsea Clinton (daughter 

of Bill Clinton), Bryan Adams, Leonard Cohen, Coldplay, INXS, Moby, Sinead O'Connor, Michel 



Sardou, Alain Mimoun, Edwin Moses, Marie-Claude Pietragalla (dancer), Benjamin Franklin, 

Montaigne, Pythagoras, Seneca, Schopenhauer, Henri David Thoreau (American philosopher), 

Voltaire... 

Conclusion 

                                                        CLIMATIC RECHAUFFING 
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German legislator Renate Künast recommends changing agricultural policies to stop climate change, 

and this includes reducing the consumption of milk and meat products. 

 
VEG 2 8 1 

Senator Andrew Bartlett of Queensland, Australia says, "There is no easier, cheaper and faster way 

for us to dramatically reduce our personal contribution to greenhouse gas emissions than to reduce 

the amount of meat and dairy products we consume". » 
 

VEG 2 8 2 

London's Camden County Council in London is proposing a ban on serving meat in its cafeteria to 

reduce greenhouse gas emissions. 

 
VEG 2 8 3 

Canadian journalist Kare Heartfiel suggests that Canada's provinces start taxing meat to reduce 

greenhouse gas emissions: "There is a lot of talk about CO2 but we forget that it is not the only 

greenhouse gas or even the most dangerous. 

Livestock farming releases a lot of carbon dioxide into the atmosphere, especially through the 

destruction of forests (cattle need a lot of land and food) BUT this is nothing compared to the 

terrifying amounts of methane and nitrous oxide emitted by the animals and their excrement. » 

 
VEG 2 8 4 

"Eat less meat, meat produces a lot of carbon dioxide." 

Dr Rajendra Pachauri, President of the IPCC at the UN 

 
VEG 2 8 5 

Mr. Winston Dang, Taiwan's Minister of Environmental Protection recommends people to eat less 

meat to protect the planet from global warming, conserve water and land resources. 

 
VEG 2 8 6 

According to American researchers specializing in Antarctica, this isolated continent, which is 

estimated to be 30 million years old, is the most affected by climate change, with an increase in 

temperature of more than 5.6 degrees Celsius since 1950. 

 
VEG 2 8 7 

U.S. scientists say that in 2008 the Arctic ice pack could melt more than in 2007 and predict that 

soon there will be no more ice in the Arctic, causing it to lose its ability to reflect solar energy back 

to space. 

 
VEG 2 8 8 

The glaciers on the Tibetan plateau have shrunk by 82% as a result of global warming. This is likely 

to further disrupt Asia's climate and endanger billions of people with consequent impacts on water 

resources. 

 
VEG 2 8 9 



Record high temperatures led to melting ice, flooding and the closure of Auyuittuq National Park 

in Canada, which was known as "The Land that Never Melts". 

 
VEG 2 9 0 

Scientists aboard a Russian research ship along the coast of Siberia recently discovered a huge ocean 

region emitting 100 times more methane than normal. They stressed the threat of accelerating global 

warming. 

 
VEG 2 9 1 

Swedish scientists have found a significant amount of methane on the surface and in the waters of the 

eastern Siberian Sea. This is due to global warming, which causes methane to be released through 

small holes in the permafrost (permafrost) under the seabed. 
 

VEG 2 9 2 

Scientists at the University of Bremen in Germany have concluded that the passage off northwestern 

Canada and the passage off northeastern Russia have melted, meaning that circumnavigation of the 

Arctic ice pack would now be possible for the first time in 125,000 years. 

 
VEG 2 9 3 

According to Chile's main water company, the Echaurren and surrounding glaciers are retreating at 

a rate of 12 metres per year, causing the river, which supplies 70% of the water of the country's 

capital Santiago, to dry up. 

 
VEG 2 9 4 

A new report published by leading Australian scientists predicts that the country must prepare for 

a doubling of droughts and ten times more heat waves due to global warming. 

 
VEG 2 9 5 

Dr. Semih Ekercin of Aksaray University warns that Turkey's second largest lake, whose surface area 

has shrunk by 85% due to climate change, could disappear by 2015. 

 
VEG 2 9 6 

Syria's wheat harvest fell by 40% compared to 2007 due to droughts in the north-eastern regions, 

jeopardizing the country's food autonomy. 

 
VEG 2 9 7 

New Zealand's National Institute for Water and Atmospheric Research reports that 2.2 billion 

tonnes of permanent ice disappeared from the country's glaciers between April 2007 and March 

2008. 

 
VEG 2 9 8 

In a study conducted by a team from the University of Wisconsin, American geologists reported that the 

Greenland ice cap, which is melting due to global warming, can cause sea levels to rise by 0.85 centimetres 

per year. 

 
VEG 2 9 9 

American research shows that 30 species of reptiles and amphibians have moved their habitat to 

higher altitudes to live in cooler regions as a result of global warming. 

 
VEG 3 0 0 

Dr Kirk Smith, professor of global environmental health at the University of California at Berkeley 

and a member of the UN Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change, says governments should tax 

meat to reduce consumption and reduce methane emission levels. 



 
VEG 3 0 1 

Dr Chris Rapley, Director of the Natural Sciences Museum in London and former head of the 

Antarctic Study promotes vegetarianism (veganism) to save the planet by saying that this diet uses 

much less energy than a meat-based diet and is therefore one of the keys to solving climate change. 
 

VEG 3 0 2 

The production and transport of meat consumes far more fossil energy than it does to produce and 

transport the vegetable equivalent of protein. Fruits, vegetables and cereals require 95% less raw 

material and can provide a complete and nutritious diet. » 

Al Gore’s book An Inconvenient Truth (page 317) 

Source: http://www.veg.ca/content/view/136/111/ 

 
VEG 3 0 3 

On China's 25 square kilometres of Weizhou Island, beaches, coastline, and forests are submerged at high 

tide, even reaching the windows of some of the 15,000 residents' homes. 

 
VEG 3 0 4 

According to environmental journalist Andrew Revkin of the American newspaper NEW YORK 

TIMES, "Our food choices are essentially energy choices. And in terms of vegetarianism, there are 

other aspects that need to be taken into account: There is a lot of water and pollution that comes from 

large-scale industrial farms. So eating what's at the bottom of the food chain is something that 

scientists think is important in our world where the population is constantly increasing. » 

 
VEG 3 0 5 

Very complete page on the effects of meat on the planet 

http://www.pubmedcentral.nih.gov/articlerender.fcgi?artid=2367646#b37-ehp0116-000578 

 
VEG 3 0 6 

40% of the world's population could be affected by melting snow and glaciers in the mountains of Asia, 

according to the UN Environment Programme. 

Global Outlook for Ice and Snow. 

http://www.unep.org/Documents.Multilingual/Default.Print.asp?DocumentID=512&ArticleID=559 

9&l=fr 

 
VEG 3 0 7 

Meat is the most resource-intensive form of food because farm animals consume most of the energy 

and protein value provided to them in the digestion and maintenance of their bodies. Livestock convert 

only 6% of their energy consumption (mainly cereals and soybeans) into meat, the remaining 94% is 

wasted on heat, movement etc. http://www.flex.com/~jai/articles/101.html 

 
VEG 3 0 8 

"There are many ways to calculate the energy needed to produce meat and other foods. Here are 

2 dishes of about 320 calories each (although not nutritionally equivalent). Beef requires 16 times 

more fossil fuel than vegetables and rice." 

NewYork Times - January 27, 2008 

 
VEG 3 0 9 

The greenhouse gas emissions of an average carnivore over one year is equivalent to driving an 

average car 4758 kilometres. 

A vegetarian, same car for 2,427 miles. 

One vegan, the same car for 629 km (86% less) One organic vegan, 

for 281 km (94% less) 

http://www.veg.ca/content/view/136/111/
http://www.pubmedcentral.nih.gov/articlerender.fcgi?artid=2367646&amp;b37-ehp0116-000578
http://www.unep.org/Documents.Multilingual/Default.Print.asp?DocumentID=512&amp;ArticleID=5599&amp;l=fr
http://www.unep.org/Documents.Multilingual/Default.Print.asp?DocumentID=512&amp;ArticleID=5599&amp;l=fr
http://www.flex.com/~jai/articles/101.html


Study carried out by the Institute for Economic and Ecological Research in Germany on behalf of the 

Foodwatch Group 
 

VEG 3 10 

A person switching from a meat diet to a vegetarian diet with the same number of calories avoids 

the emission of 1485 kg of CO2. University of Chicago 

 
VEG 3 11 

The biologist Dr. Hans Mohr states in "Spektrum der Wissenschaft" of January 1994: 

"After 10 years of research into the causes of forest death, it has emerged that one of the factors 

responsible is the excessive amount of nitrates, especially ammonium [Ammonium (NH4+) is formed 

in the air from ammonia (NH3)], in the atmosphere. It is therefore a priority to reduce the quantity 

of these in agricultural activities. ...a crucial problem is the handling of the increasing amounts of 

animal and human excrement." 

Hans Mohr (German Academy of Natural Scientists and Heidelberg Academy of Sciences) 

Honorary doctorate from the Universities of Strasbourg and Limburg. 
 

                                                                    LANDS AND FORESTS 

 
VEG 3 12 

The WWF, in its recommendations to reduce its "ecological footprint", states that one meatless 

meal in a week saves 1,000 m² per year. So let's imagine the whole week! 

Source: http://www.wwf.fr/pdf/geste.pdf 

 
VEG 3 13 

The Amazon rainforest releases 20 billion tons of water into the atmosphere every day. 

 
VEG 3 14 

The livestock production sector is by far the only huge human user of land. 

http://www.un.org/apps/news/story.asp?NewsID=20772r=globalr1=environment 

 
VEG 3 15 

80% of agricultural land in the United States is used to raise animals for human consumption, and 

only 7% is used to grow crops for human consumption. 

http://www.goveg.com/environment.asp 

http://www.worldwatch.org/system/files/EP174A.pdf 

 
VEG 3 16 

According to a calculation made in 1990 by the World Hunger Program at Brown University in the 

United States, recent harvests would be enough to feed 6 billion vegetarians, whereas to feed as 

many people with meat-rich diets we would already be short of 

land. This means that in order to meet the world demand for meat, which has increased fivefold since the 

1950s, forests must be cut down. 

 
VEG 3 17 

A meat diet requires 7 times more soil than a plant-based diet. If everyone became a vegetarian, 

up to 90% of the land currently used for animal husbandry could be reused for other purposes. 

http://veg.ca/content/view/133/111/ 

 
VEG 3 18 

In Switzerland, approximately 67% of the arable land is used to raise livestock and to grow cereals for 

food. These figures are the worldwide average Worldwatch Paper 171: "Happier Meals" 

 

http://www.wwf.fr/pdf/geste.pdf
http://www.un.org/apps/news/story.asp?NewsID=20772&amp;Cr=global&amp;Cr1=environment
http://www.worldwatch.org/system/files/EP174A.pdf
http://www.worldwatch.org/system/files/EP174A.pdf
http://veg.ca/content/view/133/111/
http://www.worldwatch.org/pubs/paper/171/


                                                              EXTINC TIO N OF SPECIES 

 
VEG 3 19 

More than 50% of pigs and about 75% of poultry are produced on factory farms. Source: FAO, 

2006, Compassion in World Farming, 2008 

 
VEG 3 2 0 

In addition to the excesses of fishing at sea, fishing techniques have become increasingly harsh. In 

order to be able to catch the last fish, a new technique of fishing with explosive charges was used, 

damaging the coral reefs just as the huge drift nets deployed at sea do. In addition to the many other 

ecological impacts, the deterioration of coral reefs prevents them from mitigating the effects of giant 

waves. 

Vegi-Info 2005/1 (all. ed.: Tsunami Leid). www.evana.org/index/php?id=1543 

 
VEG 3 2 1 

At the International Coral Research Symposium (ICRS) in Fort Lauderdale, Florida, USA, researchers 

revealed that about one-third of the 700 coral species that have been studied are now at risk of 

extinction due to ocean warming and acidification. 
 

                                                                          POLLUTION 

 
VEG 3 2 2 

According to Vaclav Smil, a nitrate cycle expert at the University of Manitoba, "We have disrupted 

the global nitrate cycle more than any other, including carbon dioxide. "Indeed, crops in the industrial 

world are saturated with nitrates, and the excessive use of nitrates in agricultural production means 

that they are discharged into waterways. The millions of tonnes of nitrates in manure produced by 

factory farms threaten environmental integrity and public health. 

Zhu, Z; Minami, K; Galloway, J. Nanjing Declaration on Nitrogen Management, Presented to the 

United Nations Environment Programme. 2004 [[accessed 24 October 2007]]. Available: 

http://www.initrogen.org/fileadmin/user_upload/nanjing/nanjing_declaration-041016.pdf. 

Pollan, M. The Omnivore’s Dilemma: A Natural History of Four Meals. New York: Penguin Press; 

2006. 

 
VEG 3 2 3 

Acid rain has a significant impact on forests, freshwater supplies, soils, fish and marine mammals, 

and human health. 

 
VEG 3 2 4 

Livestock confined on factory farms produce billions of tons of manure. In the United States, this 

generates about 500 million tons of solid and liquid waste each year. Storing and disposing of these 

huge amounts of manure produces significant methane and nitrous oxide emissions. 

According to the Pew Center on Climate Change, livestock waste management accounts for 25% of 

agricultural methane emissions in the United States and 6% of nitrogen oxide emissions. Globally, 

emissions from pig waste alone account for almost half of the greenhouse gas emissions from farm 

animals. 

S. EPA. Washington, DC: U.S. Environmental Protection Agency; 2007a. Inventory of U.S. 

Greenhouse Gas Emissions and Sinks: 1990–2005. 

Paustian, K; Antle, M; Sheehan, J; Eldor, P. Agriculture’s Role in Greenhouse Gas Mitigation. 

Washington, DC: Pew Center on Global Climate Change; 2006. 
 

VEG 3 2 5 

Standard livestock feed on factory farms produces manure with "high methane capacity". 

http://www.evana.org/index/php?id=1543
http://www.initrogen.org/fileadmin/user_upload/nanjing/nanjing_declaration-041016.pdf


U.S. EPA. Inventory of U.S. Greenhouse Gas Emissions and Sinks: 1990–1996. Washington, DC: 

U.S. Environmental Protection Agency; 1998. 

 
VEG 3 2 6 

A dairy cow produces 54 kg of manure per day, which is equivalent to the excrement of 20 to 40 humans. 
 

                                                                           EPIDEMIES 

 

 
VEG 3 2 7 

Changing global temperatures are likely to accelerate the rate at which infectious diseases emerge and 

re-emerge. According to François Meslin of the WHO (World Health Organization): "The main risk 

of emergence of zoonotic diseases is environmental degradation by humans, in particular 

deforestation and urbanization. ». Shaving forests to grow soybeans, for timber or other industries 

allows viruses to exploit such freshly exposed niches. Greger 2007.40 Fleck 2004.41 

 

                                                                                 WATER 

 

 
VEG 3 2 8 

Mr Pa Ousman Jarju, Director of Water Resources in The Gambia said: "We really need to change our 

lifestyles, as they contribute to excessive emissions and therefore to climate change. Our diet must also 

change. If we opt for a vegetarian diet, it will help considerably. We're ready to save the planet." 

 
VEG 3 2 9 

Water consumption for livestock production is projected to increase by 71% from 1995 to 2025. 

IFPRI, FAO 2006 

 
VEG 3 3 0 

The Taiwan Water Resources Agency wants the public to be aware of the true cost of water in daily 

life, including the cost of meat production. 

 
VEG 3 3 1 

In the American Huffington Post, Mr. Collin Dunn referenced United Nations data from the 

website www.waterfootprint.org and revealed that it takes more than 8000 litres of water to 

produce 450 grams of meat. 

 
VEG 3 3 2 

The water needed to produce 1kg of wheat = 1000 L 

The water needed to produce 1 kg of meat = at least 6 - 20 times more. 

http://www.un.org/waterforlifedecade/factsheet.html 
 

VEG 3 33 

In the United Kingdom, meat and milk production consumes 70 litres of water/animal/day or 

159 billion litres/year. 

http://www.flex.com/~jai/articles/101.html 

 
VEG 3 3 4 

With the amount of water needed to produce 1 kg of meat, one could shower daily for a year. "MEAT, 

Now It's not Personal!" Worldwatch-Magazine, 2004. 

 

 

http://www.pubmedcentral.nih.gov/articlerender.fcgi?artid=2367646&amp;b16-ehp0116-000578
http://www.pubmedcentral.nih.gov/articlerender.fcgi?artid=2367646&amp;b15-ehp0116-000578
http://www.waterfootprint.org/
http://www.un.org/waterforlifedecade/factsheet.html
http://www.flex.com/~jai/articles/101.html
http://www.worldwatch.org/pubs/mag/2004/174/
http://www.worldwatch.org/pubs/mag/2004/174/


                                                                              FAMINE 

 

 
VEG 3 3 5 

126.5 million children in developing countries are too poor. 

Approximately 50% of pregnant women in developed countries are iron deficient and require additional 

dietary intake. http://www.wfp.org/aboutwfp/introduction/hunger_who.asp?section=1ub_section=1 

 
VEG 3 3 6 

Meat production wastes grain. An animal that consumes 7 vegetable calories (cereals) returns 

only one in animal form (meat). 

 
VEG 3 3 7 

By stopping using animals as meat-producing machines, enough food could be produced to feed the entire 

planet. Vegetarianism, which uses less grain, water and energy resources, is a solution that can help feed 

people in developing countries. 

George Monbiot, "Why Vegans Were Were Right All Along" Guardian Unlimited, December 24, 2002. 

 
VEG 3 3 8 

To feed a person for 1 year 

- only with animal protein you need 2 ha of land 

- only with vegetable proteins: 0.16 ha of land is needed. 

 
VEG 3 3 9 

Every time we eat meat, 40 people sit at our table and watch us hungry and unable to eat. 

 
VEG 3 4 0 

7 to 16 kg of soybeans are needed to produce 1 kg of meat. This is the most efficient way to waste 

food! This artificial extension of the food chain due to the transformation of cereals into meat results 

in a loss of 90% of proteins, 99% of carbohydrates and 100% of fibres. 

Moreover, only a small part of the body of the slaughtered animal is used to produce the meat 

consumed: 35% of the weight of an adult bovine, 39% of a calf (without bones). 

FRG 

 
VEG 3 4 1 

It takes up to 16 servings of grain to produce just 1 serving of animal flesh. 

Mark Gold et Jonathan Porritt, « The Global Benefits of Eating Less Meat » 2004, p. 22. 

 
VEG 3 4 2 

South Korea's Rural Development Administration said the best way to protect South Korea from a 

food crisis is to promote crop cultivation rather than livestock breeding. 

 
VEG 3 4 3 

"It now seems [that veganism] is the only ethical response to what is probably the most pressing aspect 

of social justice in the world. » 

George Monbiot, "Why Vegans Were Were Right All Along" Guardian Unlimited, December 24, 2002. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.wfp.org/aboutwfp/introduction/hunger_who.asp?section=1&amp;sub_section=1
http://www.guardian.co.uk/comment/story/0%2C3604%2C864995%2C00.html
http://www.guardian.co.uk/comment/story/0%2C3604%2C864995%2C00.html


                                                                               HEALTH 

 

 
VEG 3 4 4 

"Hallelujah Acres is a non-denominational Christian ministry that was founded by Pastor George 

Malkmus. It promotes an 85% raw vegan diet as a solution to all physical illnesses: the "Hallelujah 

Diet". 

In the Bible John 3:2 it says, "Beloved, I wish you to prosper in all things and to be healthy, even as 

your soul is healthy." 

God wants us to feel good in our physical body as well as in our spiritual soul. God didn't design us 

to be sick. 

It's not God's mistake that makes us get sick. These are our own mistakes because we are violating the 

teachings of the Bible with regard to this physical body. "Behold, I have given you every herb bearing 

seed, which is on the face of all the earth, and every tree, on which is the fruit of a tree bearing seed; 

make it your food. "God made our beautiful physical body and designed it to live only with raw fruit 

and raw vegetables. In our ignorance, we put the wrong fuel into this beautiful physical body. And the 

physical problems we experience are simply due to the fact that the body reacts to this bad fuel. If we 

change the fuel and start putting in the right fuel, then the whole body will be able to repair and correct 

any physical problem. 

Twenty-five years ago, I was pastoring a very successful church in upstate New York when, at the 

age of 42, I was told I had colon cancer. 

Shortly before I was told, I had lost my mother to colon cancer as well. 

After receiving medical treatment with horrible consequences, after seeing what happened to my 

mother after she went through the medical route, I went looking for another way to treat my colon 

cancer. 

In my search, I remembered an evangelist in Texas by the name of Lester Roloff. Brother Roloff was 

a great pastor and also a "fanatic" of health as they used to say at the time. 

He encouraged me to do something very simple: Change my diet from the classic American meat-

based diet, sweet desserts, pizza, a cooked diet to a raw diet - with lots of carrot juice. Almost 

immediately after I started this diet, I started to get better. Within a year, my baseball-sized tumor 

was gone, along with all the other physical problems I had before I changed my diet. 

It's been 25 years since I changed my diet. I haven't had a single cold, sore throat, migraine, stomach 

ache or gone to the doctor once, nor taken even an aspirin. It's very exciting. I will be 70 years old in 

a few years and I can run 8 km without any problem, I can do any sport I did as a teenager and I even 

have more energy and endurance than when I was a teenager. There are about 2 million people who 

follow the "Hallelujah" regime. ». Tens of thousands have written to tell me that they have 

experienced the same physical improvement as I have. 

 

It's not uncommon to lose a limb or sight as a result of diabetes, is it? Well, here's Frank's story, he's 

got gangrene going up his leg. The doctor says, "We're gonna have to cut her off. " If it was you, 

you'd say, "Okay doctor, I don't want this to spread. "But Frank refused the amputation and simply 

changed his diet. 

Within 2 weeks of the "Hallelujah" diet, he was off insulin and his blood sugar level was normal. 

This all happened in 1992 and we are now in 2005. Frank is now 60 years old and has no problem 

with diabetes and he still has both feet. 

 

I had dilated cardiomyopathy and asthma, really bad and 2 days after starting the "Hallelujah" 

diet, I put my nebulizer away and never took it out again. My heart is good; I even gave blood 

two weeks ago. 
 

What we eat is what we see others eat, what our grandparents or parents ate. We have been 

programmed for this current regime. And then, of course, we see all the fast-food restaurants and we 

see all these ads. 



But we pay a heavy price by forgetting the natural and living food that God originally 

asked us to eat. 

By studying the Bible, we discover that the disease did not exist before the flood. 

In fact, from the diet of raw fruits and vegetables that God gave to man at Creation, man lived for the 

next 2000 years without a single disease being recorded, and they lived according to the Bible until 

912 years old on average. 

It was only after the Flood, when the meat was added and cooking was introduced, that the disease 

entered the human race. 

Animal products are 

1 : harmful, given the fat they contain. The average American puts more than 50 kilos of fat in his 

body each year. All that fat goes into his bloodstream. And it's not 100% rejected. It gradually 

starts to cling to the artery wall, making it harder for the heart to pump to push blood through the 

fat. 

This raises blood pressure and ultimately causes half of all deaths in America each year. If we 

eliminate animal products from our diet, we eliminate the fear of having a heart attack or stroke by 

96%. 

And these are verifiable and documented numbers. 

2 Take the growth hormones they put in the animals. They began after the Second World War to 

put these synthetic estrogens into animals for growth. In 1992, they started adding these hormones 

to cow's milk as well. 

Children now have these synthetic hormones in their bodies. Synthetic hormones have increased the 

age of puberty in girls from 15 years old (50 years ago) to 8, 9 and 10 years old today. It is horrible 

what we put into our bodies without knowing it when we eat animal products. 

Here's a cow, she eats nothing but grass. And yet we eat the flesh of this cow to get our protein. Where 

does all the protein in the cow's flesh come from? It comes from the grass she eats, just like the 

calcium in her milk, it all comes from the grass she eats. 

All the nutrients our bodies need are in the raw fruits and vegetables, seeds and nuts that God gives 

us. But we have been programmed to think that we need to eat animal flesh and animal protein to get 

our protein and calcium. 

When you look at nature, when you look at the donkey, the horse, the mule or the ox, they are pure 

vegetarians. And they can pull the plough and the man behind them on hard, rocky ground all day 

long on a purely vegetarian diet. 

The strongest animal in the world, the elephant, is a pure vegetarian. 

Also almost every champion endurance athlete is a pure vegetarian. 

It's just that we've been programmed by society to think that we need this animal protein and we 

need this animal calcium. 

All these substances that our body needs are in the food that God had given to our body to nourish 

it. 

What we have done is put our health in the hands of God or in the hands of doctors or dieticians" or 

in the hands of nutritionists. The only way to be permanently well is to take responsibility for our own 

health. What we need to do is stop putting things into our bodies that create problems. We need to put 

living nutrients into our bodies to rebuild our immune system and essential organs, and then the body 

will almost always heal itself from any disease it experiences. 
 

VEG 3 4 5 

On average an egg contains 200 mg of cholesterol. Consumption of eggs can cause serious food 

poisoning, especially salmonellosis with symptoms similar to the common cold, so that the poisoning 

is often undetected but is actually more common than is generally thought. 

Eating eggs can lead to overweight, heart disease, cancer and other serious illnesses. 

Going without eggs does not mean that you can do without cake and pasta. Pasta made with wheat 

semolina and water is available everywhere, and many cakes can be made without eggs. However, if 

a recipe calls for eggs, there are many ways to replace them: depending on the function of the egg - 

binding or raising - tomato pulp, or oil and vinegar, pureed tofu, apple mousse, pureed bananas, 

flaxseed, soya flour or the "Sybille" brand egg substitute, now available in organic stores, can be used. 

For baked goods, one tablespoon of soy flour or corn binder and two tablespoons of water can be used 



instead of egg. In addition to the above, it should also be pointed out that eggs are only the product 

of the hen's menstruation and that each egg means waste, damage to health and, above all, cruelty 

to animals and their death. We can avoid this by not consuming eggs or products containing them. The 

human being pays only a few pennies for an egg and a few francs for a chicken broth. For chickens, it 

costs them freedom, health and life. http://www.vegetarismus.ch/heft/f99-2/oeufs.htm 

 
VEG 3 4 6 

People who eat meat are 9 times more likely to have obesity problems than vegans. 

John Robbins, The Food Revolution, Conari Press : Boston, 2001, p. 58. 

 
VEG 3 4 7 

It has been found that when people eat fish, the level of mercury in their bodies increases. When 

they stop eating it, the level drops. It's as simple as that... it's a poison that's scientifically proven. 

Dr. Jane Hightower (Fish Toxin Expert) 

 
VEG 3 4 8 

The food industry is constantly striving to reiterate that animal products are indispensable for human 

nutrition. As a possible substitute for meat food, she offers eggs. This is to overlook the fact that, on 

average, 2 times the required protein ration is consumed and that all proteins are provided in sufficient 

quantity by a balanced vegetable diet and not only by eggs or milk. Of the 20 amino acids that make 

up proteins, 8 are said to be essential, i.e. they must be absorbed through food because the body cannot 

synthesize them. While animal products contain all 8 essential amino acids, soybeans also contain 

them. Hazelnuts, cereals and legumes are also a valuable source of protein. 

http://www.vegetarismus.ch/heft/f99-2/oeufs.htm 

 
VEG 3 4 9 

Prof. Stacy Sneeringer of the University of Wellesley, Massachusetts, USA, found that increased 

livestock production in one location resulted in a significant increase in infant mortality. 

 
VEG 3 50 

The UK's Food Ethics Council is calling on supermarkets to save the environment by reducing 

their stocks of meat, dairy and air freight products. 
 

VEG 3 51 

At the Annual Meeting of the American Association of Diabetes Educators 

In Washington DC, Ms Caroline Trapp, Director of Diabetes Education and Treatment of the 

Committee of Physicians for Responsible Medicine, recommended becoming vegan and explained 

how switching to a low-fat vegetarian diet could reduce blood sugar levels and thus improve the 

situation of diabetics. 

 
VEG 3 52 

According to the UN IPCC and the UK Climate Change Committee, reducing consumer meat 

consumption is the first step towards achieving at least an 80% reduction in greenhouse gas emissions 

by 2050. 

 
VEG 3 53 

While milk does provide certain elements necessary for life, all of these elements can be found in plants. 

Humans are practically the only animals that drink milk after weaning. It is not very well adapted 

to this consumption, as milk remains difficult to digest for many people. 

Milk consumption is not an ancestral practice, humans have been without it for hundreds of thousands 

of years. It has been established that 90% of the world's population cannot digest it properly because 

of a deficiency of the enzyme lactase, which is necessary for the digestion of milk sugars (lactose). 

This deficiency is almost harmless for those who do not drink milk, but if they do, it can lead to 

http://www.vegetarismus.ch/heft/f99-2/oeufs.htm
http://www.vegetarismus.ch/heft/f99-2/oeufs.htm


chronic or occasional diarrhoea, swelling, flatulence, abdominal pain and the possibility of 

osteoporosis (a more or less generalized infection of bone tissue) in older women. 

Même les laits " maternisés " peuvent déclencher des allergies de ce genre. 

Les veaux et les vaches endurent toute cette souffrance pour produire pour les humains une nourriture 

qui ne leur est pas nécessaire. Si les bébés humains étaient nourris du lait de leur mère, les veaux 

pourraient l'être aussi ! Pour les enfants et les adultes qui le désirent, des laits végétaux à base de 

soja, de noisette, d'amande, de riz, d'avoine, etc. existent. 
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The WHO recommends a diet low in saturated fat, sugar and salt and high in fibre, exactly what a vegan 

or vegetarian diet offers. 
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Farmed animals contain up to 50% saturated fat in their bodies. 
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Prof. Dr. Claus Leitzmann and Rosemarie Schönhofer-Rempt from the Institute for Nutrition at the 

University of Giessen: "[Vegetarian nutrition] does not lead to any nutritional deficiencies, neither in 

protein, nor in iron, calcium or vitamin B12. ...] All in all, the vegetarian way of life, offering - apart 

from a healthy diet - also exercise and the avoidance of toxicological substances, can be described as 

modern. It would be desirable that this way of looking at things be recognized not only by the 

population, but also by people in decision-making positions regarding people's health." 

Spiegel der Forschung No. 3-4 / 88 
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Le Monde of 8 March 1997 announced that 4 antibiotics used to treat salmonellosis no longer had 

any effect on humans. On farms, too large quantities were administered to the animals to prevent 

disease or to accelerate their growth, and then absorbed by consumers in meat and eggs. Repeated 

ingestion of these minute doses has made the drug ineffective on humans but also sometimes 

carcinogenic. 
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Obesity is rare among vegetarians (obesity is linked to many diseases). 
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Carnivores are twice as likely to get cancer of the digestive system as vegetarians. 
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The proteins in any milk convey information, specific to the species, that will enable the production 

of ossein, i.e. the ability of bones to retain minerals. Here again, however, it is quite clear that the 

information provided by cow's milk proteins is totally unsuitable for humans. Therefore the body of 

a baby deprived of human milk and consuming cow's milk will not have the correct information to 

make its ossein ... and therefore will not be able to mineralize itself properly. As a child, then as an 

adult, it will excessively eliminate, due to lack of ossein, the mineral salts contained in the blood, and 

deposit them in the tissues, thus becoming subject to stones, cysts and other indurations. 

Moreover, the mineralizing power of milk is completely overrated, essentially due to the quality of 

the milk marketed - outside the AB circuit; whether pasteurized, sterilized, UHT, they are devitalized 

and their minerals and have become practically unusable for metabolism. 
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A study by the renowned British Medical Journal indicates that children with the highest intelligence 

are the most likely to become vegetarians. 
 

http://www.uni-giessen.de/fbr09/leitzmann/


                                                        SPIRITUALITY and COMPASSION 
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Whether it has spiritual, philosophical or dietary motivations, vegetarianism has been present in the 

history of many civilizations since ancient times. Thus, the disciples of Pythagoras and the first 

Christians were often vegetarians, and in India, the poems of the Mahabharata written in the 4th century 

BC prohibited the consumption of meat. In the 6th century, when Buddhism spread to Japan, the 

prohibition of hunting and killing animals for consumption of their flesh reigned in the kingdom for 

more than a millennium. It is said that Shojin Ryori, the Japanese vegetarian cuisine is a food that lifts 

the spirit. In sacred language, it means "to possess goodness and ward off evil". In the 19th century, it 

was the secular utopias in search of a new society freed from the evils of the industrial era that 

associated vegetarianism with other values such as non-violence, abstinence from alcohol and 

naturism. 

In the 1970s, the term anti-speciesism, introduced by psychologist Richard D. Rydera, was taken up 

by animal liberation activists. Speciesism being to the species what racism and sexism are to race 

and sex respectively = the will not to take into account the interests of some for the benefit of others. 
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Milan Kundera said not so long ago, in The Unbearable Lightness of Being: "There is no merit in 

behaving well with one's fellow men. ...] It can never be determined with certainty to what extent our 

relations with others are the result of our feelings, benevolence or hatred, and to what extent they are 

conditioned in advance by the power relations between individuals. The true goodness of man can 

only be manifested in all purity and freedom towards those who represent no force. 

The real moral test of humanity (the most radical, which is so deep that it escapes our gaze) is the 

relationship with those who are at its mercy: the animals. And it was here that the fundamental failure 

of man occurred, so fundamental that all the others resulted from it. » 

Animal suffering 
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Eggs... Males do not lay eggs and never become broilers because they are not the same breeds. They 

are therefore useless and their destruction is programmed. Day-old chicks, they go, in tens of millions, 

on conveyor belts either to a shredder where death awaits them, or in large plastic bags where they 

slowly suffocate, or are thrown alive into dumpsters and buried under rubbish, or gassed, bulldozed 

or buried alive. 

http://www.asbl-lovely.be/fr/calvaire.php. 
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Chickens... After a lifetime of suffering in cages, the brutal pickup by the specialized teams goes very 

fast. Because they did not get any exercise during their captivity, the layers have few effective 

muscles and brittle bones. On arrival at the slaughterhouse, three out of ten hens have fractures, others 

have dislocated wings, dislocations and various injuries. They are hung by their legs on a moving 

chain, dipped in electrified water to stun them and then slit their throats manually or with an automatic 

machine, and once the blood has stopped flowing, they are dipped in boiling water to facilitate 

plucking. The whole thing takes a little more than 6 minutes, and those who are "waiting" for their 

turn have plenty of time to observe what happens. 

However, either the birds are too small, or the level of the electrified tray is too low, or the voltage 

used is too low, a number of them are consciously throat cut. Others, too small or too large, will be 

sliced at eye or gullet level. Still others simply "miss" the automatic cut-off. Hundreds of birds dive 

alive into the boiling water every day. 

The carcasses of laying hens are in a pitiful state and cannot be presented for consumption. The 

recoverable pieces of meat become chicken stock cubes, chicken soups, ravioli fillings, poultry 

sausages, ... 

The killing is the same for ducks, turkeys, guinea fowl... 

http://www.asbl-lovely.be/fr/calvaire.php


Broiler chickens, selected mainly for their growth rate, are reared in 7 to 8 weeks, during which time 

their weight will be multiplied by 50 or 60 times. These farming conditions cause the premature death 

of 20 million chickens each year in the UK, despite the massive use of antibiotics and antiparasitic 

drugs. 

http://www.zen-blogs.com/fr/animaux.php. 
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Cow's milk and veal... 

To supply the non-vegetarian market with milk, cheese, cream and butter, the calf is removed from 

its mother within a few days of birth, sometimes immediately. Often the cow cries and searches for 

her calf for days (same for the calf). But after we take her cub, she's gonna have to give again. 

If the cow is continuously supplying milk, it is because she is subject to a pregnancy every year. The 

first one takes place at (more or less) 2 years, and each pregnancy lasts 9 months. After giving birth, 

she will be treated for 10 months, but from the third month, she will be fertilized again, most often 

by artificial insemination (65 to 75% of conceptions). It is only 6 to 8 weeks after she runs out of 

milk that she will have to give birth again. So, for 6-7 months each year, the cow is milked while she 

is pregnant. 

A real milk machine, it will be forced to supply up to 6000 litres per year, 5 times more than a cow 

in the 1950s. Milked 2 and sometimes 3 times a day, her full udders can weigh the equivalent of 50 

packets of sugar, and in extreme cases they may drag on the ground. 

His stomach, designed to digest grass, cannot support the large quantities needed for such a high yield, 

so to increase production, he is also given concentrated pellets of cereal protein, imported or not. 

http://www.zen-blogs.com/fr/animaux.php. 
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Sows... 

Sows spend most of their lives pregnant. They have two litters per year, i.e. about 18 piglets, which 

they nurse for two weeks (instead of the normal eight weeks). A week after their litter is removed, 

they are immobilized and put in the presence of a boar. They stay in iron frames day and night for 16 

weeks until they give birth. The floor in the rear part is made of slats to allow excreta and urine to 

pass through. 

through it, it hurts their hind legs; to avoid it, they are made to put themselves in such positions that they 

limp and have spinal pain. 

http://www.zen-blogs.com/fr/animaux.php. 
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Marine animals... 

Thousands of billions of fish also die for the food trade, so their death is neither quick nor painless 

(the agony can last several days). In the nets, the fish die suffocated, crushed. When they are pulled 

up, the rubbing makes their flanks raw, the decompression makes their swim bladders explode, take 

their eyes out of their sockets, or the oesophagus and stomach out of their mouths. Many are frozen 

or gutted alive, often removed from the fillet by means of hooks. In addition to fish, many mammals, 

turtles and birds are caught in nets and die. 

http://www.zen-blogs.com/fr/animaux.php. 
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The foie gras... 

It is sometimes believed that swelling of the liver, although exaggerated, is natural. This is not the 

case: it is a forced disease (nutritional liver steatosis resulting in a huge unhealthy organ) that leads 

to death if the feeding continues. But before death come many sufferings. 

- The funnel pipe is driven very deep. The pain is often accentuated by force-feeding accidents 

(perforation of the neck or crop, internal burns from overheated corn, etc.). 

- The liver, multiplied by 8, 10, or 12, presses on the lungs of these birds that do not have a 

diaphragm and makes breathing very difficult. They're panting painfully for air. 

http://www.zen-blogs.com/fr/animaux.php
http://www.zen-blogs.com/fr/animaux.php
http://www.zen-blogs.com/fr/animaux.php
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- The confinement is such that the ducks cannot move in their feeding cage (25 cm by 15!): imagine 

a prison cell where you could not move your arms away from the body! 

- Overcrowding is another source of stress in community parks. To avoid aggression, we practice 

debeaking: the beak is cut by a white-hot blade, it will remain deeply painful for the rest of its life. 

- Unsanitary conditions accentuate the development of diseases. Diarrhoea, the inability to move 

due to the force-feeding shocks eventually makes the birds, which were clean and beautiful before 

feeding, soiled with excrement and sick. 

http://www.zen-blogs.com/fr/animaux.php. 
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Wool and sheep... 

On the other hand, many "routine" operations, such as castration or tail docking, are done without 

anaesthetics or special care. They also cut a wide strip of flesh around the anal region to avoid parasitic 

infestations, which they cannot do. Finally, and again for reasons of profit and ease, farmers 

increasingly tend to shear at the beginning of winter, and many sheep die (the number is estimated at 

one million). 

http://www.zen-blogs.com/fr/animaux.php. 
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The leather, the fur... 

The skins of millions of animals are produced in the suffering and horror of factory farms 

(overpopulation, poisoning, deprivation, unanesthetized castrations, branding, tail and horn cutting, 

cruel treatment during transport and slaughter, ...) http://www.zen-blogs.com/fr/animaux.php for more 

information. 

Christianity 
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Christian Vegetarian Association : 

CVA is a non-denominational international ministry that brings together Christians who believe in 

the benefits of vegetarian diets for the health of people, the environment, the world's poor and hungry, 

and animals. 

We believe that the Holy Spirit moves us to live according to our deepest values of faith - this would 

be our "vocation". 

It is observed that Christians are concerned about, and deeply affected by, world hunger, human 

welfare, the environment and animals. Since a plant-based diet contributes to the overall well-being 

of the planet, we see it as an opportunity to honour God. In Genesis 2:15, God told Adam to "cultivate" 

and "keep" the Garden of Eden. By analogy we can consider caring for God's Creation as a sacred 

duty. By eating meat you can easily consume 14 times more water and 20 times more energy than a 

vegetarian. Moreover, today's exploitation of land, water and energy is unsustainable. The depletion 

of resources is likely to cause great penalties to all mankind in this century. Already 40% of the world's 

agricultural land is seriously degraded. 

Does God care about animals? 

In Proverbs 12:10 we learn that "The righteous man considers even the needs of his cattle. "It is 

interesting to note that God, after the flood, made a covenant, mentioned five times, with animals and 

men. All creatures share the Sabbath rest (Exodus 20:10; Deuteronomy 5:14). The Bible describes 

animals glorifying God (Psalms 

148:7-10, 150:6), illustrates animals in eternity (Isaiah 65:25; Revelation 5:13), and 

affirms that God protects animals (Psalm 36:6; Ephesians 1:10; Colossians 1:20). Animals and men 

rely on the Lord for their sustenance (Psalms 104:27-31, 147:9; Matt. 6:26; Luke 12:6) and 

salvation (Jonah 3:7-9; Romans 8:18-23). By buying the products of industrial agriculture, we 

contribute to the enrichment of people who violate these biblical principles. 

Does vegetarianism equate human life with animal life? 

http://www.zen-blogs.com/fr/animaux.php
http://www.zen-blogs.com/fr/animaux.php
http://www.zen-blogs.com/fr/animaux.php


Vegetarianism simply reflects respect for Creation-a diet that benefits humans, animals and the 

environment. Jesus said, "Do we not sell five sparrows for two cents? Yet none of them is forgotten 

before God" (Luke 12:6-7). This passage refers to the fact that, although God gives more importance 

to men than to animals, he watches over all earthly creatures. Indeed, God's commitment in Genesis 

9, repeated five times 

in the Bible, is concluded with everything that lives on Earth and not only with humans. What 

about animal sacrifices? 

The Bible indicates that God accepts animal sacrifices. However, several prophets later opposed 

sacrifices, arguing that God preferred moral righteousness. Animal sacrifices are not required or even 

desired nowadays, for at least two reasons. 

First, Paul encouraged self-giving in his writings: "...I ask you to offer yourselves as a living 

sacrifice, holy and acceptable to God, and that it may be a spiritual service from you" (Romans 12:1). 

Second, traditional interpretations of Jesus' death assert that, thanks to him, animal sacrifices are no 

longer necessary. Christians, as new creations in Jesus Christ, can follow the example of Jesus by 

choosing to live in harmony. 
 

with Creation. Indeed, Jesus quoted Hosea (6:6) in his words, "I desire kindness and not animal sacrifices" 

(Matt, 9:13, 12:7). 
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Emperor Constantine (285-337): His reign marked the end of "inner Christianity". Christians who were 

true to their ideals refused to eat meat and were tortured and forced to serve in war, eat animals and 

drink alcoholic beverages. He imposed his own conception of Christianity at the "Council of Nicaea" 

in the year 325. 

In the Middle Ages the persecution of vegetarian Christians continued. 

The Church fought against those Christians who did not accept "the Church of the 

Pagan State". They were considered heretics, sectarians, and were persecuted and 

killed. 

Doctor "Thomas Aquinas" was a philosopher for whom the animal did not have a "natural" life. 

nor the woman, at the origin of the Inquisition, which forced free Christians to slaughter animals on pain 

of being hanged as heretics. 

Only the "Cathars" and the "Albigensians" put up strong resistance, but they were all eventually 

exterminated. 
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The righteous man even considers the needs of his cattle. The villain breathes only cruelty. 

Prov 12.10 
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And the fat of a beast dead of itself or the fat of a torn beast may be used for any purpose; but you 

shall not eat of it. 

Leviticus - King James Bible 
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You have six days in the week to do your work, but on the seventh day you shall cease from all 

activity, that your oxen and your donkeys may rest, and that servants and strangers may take their 

breath. 

Ex 23.12 
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Indeed, the final fate of man is the same as that of the beast. An identical breath of life animates 

men and beasts, and both must die. The human being has no superiority over the beast since in 

the end everything is nothing. 

Eccl 3.19 
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For it is the life of all flesh; his blood is his life: therefore I said unto the children of Israel, Ye shall 

not eat the blood of any flesh: for the soul of all flesh is his blood: whosoever eats thereof shall be cut 

off. 

Leviticus King James Bible 
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No one can say that the breath of life of humans rises upwards while that of beasts must disappear into 

the earth. Eccl 3.21 
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Furthermore, under no circumstances will you eat blood, be it from birds or cattle in any of your 

homes. 

Leviticus - King James Bible 

Zoroastrianism, Sikhism and Jainism. 
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"The Lord of wisdom has foretold misfortunes to those who suppress the life of the ox with cries of 

ecstasy. For such acts, the race of priests and the race of magician priests will be reduced to nothing... 

cursed are all those who preach that cattle must be killed! Cursed be the false prophets, the false priests, 

all of them corrupt, who betray the truth, seize power and falsify everything with their lies. It is of this 

Spirit of evil with which the so-called greats of this world and the potentates are filled, it is He who 

made them all fall into these atrocious errors. They ally themselves with the demons to accomplish 

their purposes and have the cattle killed for food, in violation of the divine purposes. » 

Thus spoke the prophet Zarathustra who founded the Zoroastrian religion in the 6th century BC. 

Although this religion was abolished in Iran during the Islamic conquest, it now has more than 

200,000 vegetarian followers. 
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The Sikh religion, which is an interesting mixture of Hinduism and Islamism, was founded in India 

in the 15th century by Guru Nanak. Although, due to Muslim influence, most Sikhs are now 

carnivores, some groups, such as the Namdhari sect and Yogi Bhajan's 3HO movement, are strictly 

vegetarian. 

Buddhism 
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Question: Please explain how vegetarianism and eating meat affects our bodies. Answer: "...because 

animal meat contains mostly viruses, so by eating it, the virus will enter and destroy our bodies. In 

addition, meat produces toxic gases, making our bodies tired and numb. This is to the detriment of 

the material body. As for the spirit, meat contains the features of the animal, thus making our spirit 

dense, and it is especially harmful to the six senses, which are our Spirit. If you are a vegetarian, you 

will not be affected by the virus or exhausted by toxic gases. 

Law of the Three Bodies, Teachings of the Saints 
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"...Ten days of vegetarianism will create a little benevolence in our nature. Due to the decrease in 

animal flesh and blood our heart is softer in a sense. 

A month of vegetarianism will bring blessings and attract the protection of the deities, so we could 

avoid many disasters. With a year of vegetarianism, we could gain much merit due to the reduction 

of many bad deeds and thus attract blessings naturally. 



With ten years of vegetarianism, radiant light will emanate from the top of our heads and the deities 

and guardian angels who always accompany the light will protect us from all disasters, and the devils 

will not dare to disturb or disturb us, thus, we will develop the 

wisdom, intelligence. Our appearance will be as radiant due to the blessings. If we're 

vegetarian for life, three generations will enjoy good luck. 

Teachings of the Saints on vegetarianism. 
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D.T. Suzuki, a leading Buddhist authority, writes in his book The Chain of Compassion: "Compassion 

is the foundation of the Buddhist religion." A Buddhist must therefore eliminate meat from his menu 

because the consumption of flesh destroys the seed of compassion. Mahaparinirvana Sutra 
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"By not killing any living thing, one becomes eligible for salvation" 

Manu-samhita 
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Originally, Buddhists were all strictly vegetarian. Unfortunately, a very large number have deviated 

from the original teachings. These Buddhists believed that they could feed on an animal that was not 

killed with their own hands. This kind of deviation had been condemned by Buddha: "It is not true that 

meat can be consumed if the animal was not killed by itself." 

Lankavatara Sutra 
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Today, out of respect for all forms of life, many millions of Buddhists have remained strictly 

vegetarian: "How can a bhiksu (truth-seeker) who hopes to become a liberator of others live by feeding 

on the flesh of other living entities? Surangama Sutra 
 

Hinduism and Vedas 
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The Vedic scriptures of India, which are the oldest known texts on this planet, insist on the necessity 

of vegetarianism. These books contain numerous references condemning the consumption of animal 

flesh and encouraging compassion for animals. Among other things, the Manu-Samhita (ancient book 

of law for mankind) explains: "You can't get meat without injuring a living being, which will prevent 

you from reaching heavenly bliss; therefore, let's avoid eating meat." Another passage in the same 

book warns us: "Having carefully considered the revolting origin of meat and the cruelty of captivity 

and the killing of living beings, let us abstain entirely from all consumption of flesh." Despite the 

Western influence, there are still more than 600 million religiously vegetarian Hindus today. 
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In recent years the Movement for Krishna Consciousness has introduced these moral considerations 

all over the world. Srila Prabhupada, the founder-acharya (spiritual master) of this Movement once 

said: "Since no one is able to create a living being, therefore no one has the right to kill; the human 

laws that distinguish between killing a human being and killing an animal are imperfect.... According 

to God's laws, the killing of an animal deserves the same punishment as that of a human being. Those 

who make a distinction between the two make up their own laws from scratch. One of the Ten 

Commandments even says, "Thou shalt not kill". This is a perfect law that human beings have 

disfigured through discrimination and speculation: "I will not kill human beings, but I will kill 

animals." Thus people make mistakes and cause suffering for themselves and others. 

 

 



 
Islam 
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Early biographers of the Prophet Muhammad indicate that the Prophet Muhammad preferred 

vegetarian food. Muhammad's diet consisted mainly of fruits, vegetables, milk, honey and dates. He 

said, "Many angels will come down where there is an abundance of vegetables". 
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To be cruel to animals, or even to be condescendingly kind to our so-called "inferiors", is only 

negative wording. Islam demands that we think and act in a positive way, accepting the various 

species as communities similar to ours, with their own rights, and not judging them according to our 

human criteria and value scales. 

Animals in Islam, edited by The Athene Trust (Petersfield, England), 1989. preface. author: Al-Hafiz 

Basheer Ahmad Masri, who was Imam of the Shah Jahan Mosque in Woking, UK, from 1964 to 1968. 
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Al-Ghazzali (1050-1111), one of the greatest Muslim philosophers, said: "Feeding on the flesh of 

the cow brings disease". 

Confucianism 
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"Whoever has heard the cry of an animal being killed can never again eat of its flesh." 

Confucius (551-479 BC) 
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"Cereals should be the main part of the food. 

Confucius (551-479 BC) 
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"Don't do to others what you don't want done to you." 

Confucius (551-479 BC) 
 

                                                                              MISCELLANEOUS 
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On the Brazilian Ministry of Labour's blacklist of companies using forced labour, 62 per cent of the 

companies are Amazonian forest ranches. 

And in 2006 and 2007, 73% of Brazilian meat exports came from slaughterhouses that buy cattle 

from forced labor ranches. 

Amigos da Terra 2008 
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The Finnish Climate Change Communication Programme announced that awareness of climate 

change and the need to reduce consumption of animal products is growing. 
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Taiwan is demanding stricter labelling of the vegetarian food certification system for the benefit 

of the island's 2 million vegetarians. 
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Former Bulgarian leader Edvin Sugarev, poet, vegetarian and co-founder of the Bulgarian 

Democratic Party, advocates that reducing meat consumption saves resources, improves ecology 

and people's moral standards. 
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Norwegian Environment Minister Erik Solheim talks about the need to reduce meat consumption. 
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Out of a world population of 6.478 billion people, there is a per capita meat consumption of 39.8 kg 

per year. 

Status: December 2004 
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Statistics: The vegetarian population in France is estimated at between a few hundred thousand 

individuals (Quid 1997) and up to 1.5% of the French population (CFES, 1996), i.e. one million people. 

Statistics (Vegetarian Society and the Vegan Society) indicate 3.5 million vegetarians in the UK. As 

for the Indians, 22% would be vegetarians (Shaakahar ki maansahar? by Dr. V.V. Gokhale and Kalyan 

Gangwal), mainly represented by the Jainists (3 to 4 million). 
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"Barbarians seize this dog, who so prodigiously outweighs man in friendship... 

And they nail him to a table, and dissect him alive to show the Mesaric veins. You discover in 

him all the same organs of feeling that are in you. Answer me, machinist, has nature arranged 

all the springs of feeling in this animal so that it does not feel? Does he have nerves to remain 

impassive? 
Voltaire (1694 - 1778) 

French writer and philosopher 
 

 
 

"Farm animals are nothing more than meat on legs. Transformed into food, they are 

conditioned so that all signs of their nature disappear. In the course of 

in a survey, children were asked about the towns where the eggs came from. From the 

supermarket, they said. But before, where did they come from? They shrugged their 

shoulders. ...] We live in the age of specialization, and matters of life and death are secretly 

kept at arm's length. If we had to do the slaughter ourselves, there would be many more 

vegetarians. Those who sell us these foods suspect this, which is why most of the meat is 

displayed in cellophane or nylon wrapped packages that do not give the slightest clue to 

its animal origin. It is an abstract food for a generation that prefers not to associate the 

meat it consumes with the animals from which it comes. 
Desmond Morris 

Zoologist, ethologist, surrealist artist, and English author. 
 

 
 
 
 



"We don't have two hearts, one for animals and one for people. You either have a heart or you 

don't. 
Alphonse de Lamartine (1790-1869) French 
writer, poet and politician. 
 
 

 
"How can you have one pet for companionship and another for lunch?" 

Martina Navratilova 

Russian Tennis Champion. 

 

 
"Whoever slits the throat of an ox with a knife and remains deaf to the mooing of fear, 

whoever is able to slaughter the screaming kid in cold blood and eat the bird he himself has 

fed, is he still far from crime?" 
Pythagoras (569 - 494 BC) Mathematician, 

philosopher and astronomer. 

 
 

" Let's be subversive. Let us revolt against ignorance, indifference and cruelty, which, 

moreover, are so often only exercised against man because they have made their hands on 

animals. Let us remember, if we always have to bring everything back to ourselves, that 

there would be fewer child martyrs if there were fewer tortured animals, fewer leaded 

wagons bringing to death the victims of any dictatorship, if we had not got used to vans 

where animals are dying without food and water while waiting for the slaughterhouse. 

"  
Marguerite Yourcenar (1903 - 1987) 

French writer, poet, translator, essayist and critic. 
 

 
" Why does the suffering of a beast upset me like this? Why can't I stand the idea of 

an animal suffering, to the point of getting up at night in winter to make sure my cat has his 

cup of water? For me, I believe that my charity for the beasts is made up of what they 

cannot speak, explain their needs, indicate their ills. A creature that suffers and has no way 

to make us hear how and why it suffers, isn't it awful, isn't it frightening? 
Emile Zola (1840 - 1902) 

Writer, journalist, French public man. 
 

 

"God said, if I ate, I'd eat grapes and bread." 
Arabian proverb 

 

"Everything we need for food, refreshment and enjoyment is abundantly provided in 

Nature's inexhaustible store. 

What a pleasant, pleasant and innocent vision of a frugally served table, and what a 

difference it makes to a meal composed of steaming and slaughtered animal flesh. 

In short, our orchards offer every imaginable delicacy, while the slaughterhouses and 

butcher shops are full of clotted blood and an abominable stench. 
John Ray (1627-1705) 



"Auschwitz begins wherever someone looks at a slaughterhouse and thinks: 

They're just animals." 
Theodor Adorno (1903 - 1969) 

German sociologist, philosopher, musicologist and composer. 
 

 

"The animal has a heart that perceives, like you. The animal feels joy and pain, just like you. 

The animal has its own aspirations, like you. The animal has the right to live, just like you!" 
Peter Rosegger - 1843-1918: 

Austrian writer, philosopher and visionary. 
 

 

"As long as men slaughter animals, they'll kill each other. 

For he who sows the seeds of murder and suffering cannot reap joy and love." 
Pythagoras (569 - 494 BC) Mathematician, 

philosopher and astronomer. 

 
"Just because fish are unable to scream doesn't mean their deaths are any less violent. 

Collecting wild birds in a net and slowly drowning them by dipping them into the water 

seems hardly acceptable, yet it is the equivalent of commercial fishing. What would we also 

say about an industry that would set up nets vertically several hundred metres high and 

extending for several kilometres through fields and forests, in order to catch all wild birds, 

migratory or otherwise, in their path and leave them there to die? Just because this practice 

takes place under the sea does not make it acceptable. 
Albert Simon 

 
 

I was in a restaurant and I saw this beautiful woman on a date with a man... She took a lamb 

leg and I thought, "That's the leg of a real animal! "If you can see it like that, it's really 

disgusting! "Somebody's got a paw in their mouth." I say, "If you want some steaks, here's a 

knife, go and kill that cow. » 

"They'd become vegetarians immediately." 
Bernie Williams Executive 

Producer in Hollywood 
(Charlotte's Little World, Star Trek Generations, Orange Mécanique...). 
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